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Section:  HS/HIGHEST DEGREE (AHIG) 

A_NOTES

Note:  The target population for this survey is persons between 18-24 years of age in all provinces and 17-
24 years of age in Québec. 

A_Start Start of high school and highest degree Module. Set timer to mark start of 
module.

A_N01 Hello, I'm ... from Statistics Canada. We are conducting a survey that 
collects information about the post-secondary education experiences of 
young Canadians. The information you provide will be used by 
governments to develop and evaluate programs. For example, financial 
assistance programs that help Canadians pursue their educational goals. 

Coverage: All respondents. 

A_N02 Your answers will be kept confidential and used only for statistical 
purposes. While your participation is voluntary, your assistance is 
essential if the results of the survey are to be accurate. Before we begin, I 
would like to let you know that a supervisor may listen to the call to 
evaluate the survey.  

 Collected under the authority of the Statistics Act.R.S.C., 1985, c.S19 and is 
registered under collection registration #: STC/SSD-040-75185.  Personal 
information can be found in Personal Information Bank STC/P-PU-016 

Coverage: All respondents. 

A_N03 The first questions are about your high school or elementary education. 

A_Q02  In what province or country did you last take high school or elementary 
school courses? 

 10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
 11 Prince Edward Island 
 12 Nova Scotia 
 13 New Brunswick 
 24 Quebec 
 35 Ontario 
 46 Manitoba 
 47 Saskatchewan 
 48 Alberta 
 59 British Columbia 
 60 Yukon 
 61 Northwest Territories 
 62 Nunavut 
 76 United States 
 77 Other country (Outside Canada and the United States) 
 90 Not applicable-Did not attend high school or elementary school ..... (Go to A_Q11) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents. 
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A_Q03 What is the highest grade of elementary or high school you ever 
completed? 

 0 Grade 8 or lower (Quebec: Secondary  II or lower) 
 1 Grade 9-10 (Quebec: Secondary III or IV)(Newfoundland and Labrador: Level 1) 
 2 Grade 11-13 (Quebec: Secondary V)(Newfoundland and Labrador: Level 2 to 4) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who attended school. 

A_Q04 Have you completed the requirements for a high school diploma or its 
equivalent? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who attended school. 

A_C04 If respondent has graduated High School then go to A_Q05; Else if the 
respondent has not graduated High School goto A_Q05A; Else information 
missing goto A_Q11; 

 A_Q04=1 .......................................................................................... (Go to A_Q05) 
 A_Q04=2 .......................................................................................(Go to A_Q05A) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to A_Q11) 

A_Q05 In what month and year did you complete the high school diploma 
requirements? 

 INTERVIEWER: Dates are critical. Probe using season, special events etc., to 
determine month and year. Enter the month and year. Date must be on or after 
January 1988 and date must be on or before March 2002. 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min: 198801 Max: 200203] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use standard date handling Month and Year. 

Coverage: High school graduates. 

A_E05 The respondent has reported that he/she was about ^A_E05 years of age when 
he/she graduated from high school. Please confirm. 

Default: (Go to A_C06) 

Note:  Calculate the respondent's age when they graduated from high school. ((A_Q05.Year) -or if year of 
birth is missing then (Subtract (DAGE) - (Current Year - A_Q05.Year)). If the value is 14 or lower then  
trigger soft edit, involving A_Q05. 
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A_Q05A In what month and year did you last take high school or elementary school 
courses? 

 INTERVIEWER: Dates are critical. Probe using season, special events etc., to 
determine month and year. Enter the month and year. Date must be on or after 
January 1988 and date must be on or before March 2002. 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min: 198801 Max: 200203] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use standard date handling Month and Year. 

Coverage: Non high school graduates. 

A_C05A If the respondent is currently taking high school courses then go to A_Q05B; 
Else, goto A_Q08. 

 A_Q05A.Month=^CurrentMo and A_Q05A.Year=^CurrentYear ....(Go to A_Q05B) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to A_Q08) 

A_Q05B

 INTERVIEWER: The respondent is not eligible for the survey. Please thank them 
for their time and press <F10> to exit application. 

Note:  Exit the application (Survey) 

Coverage: All respondents who are currently in high school. 

A_C06 If respondent graduated in spring 2000 (January to July 2000) or in the spring of 
2001 (January to July 2001) and Graduated in Ontario Then goto A_Q06. Else if 
the respondent graduated from Québec goto A_Q07. Else goto A_Q08. 

 A_Q05.Month IN [Jan.Jul] and (A_Q05.Year=2000 or A_Q05.Year=2001) and 
A_Q02=35 

  .......................................................................................................... (Go to A_Q06) 
 Else if A_Q02=24.............................................................................. (Go to A_Q07)
 Other graduation date or missing ..................................................... (Go to A_Q08) 

A_Q06 Was that graduation from Grade 12 or Grade 13 (OAC)? 

 1 Grade12 
 2 Grade 13 (OAC) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to A_Q08) 

Coverage: Ontario high school graduates -Spring 2000, 2001. 

A_Q07 Did you receive a Secondary School Vocational Diploma (SSVD/DEP)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Québec high school graduates. 
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A_Q08  In your last year of high school, what was your overall grade average, as a 
percentage? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate if year incomplete or different grading system. 
Read list if necessary. 

 01 90% or above (mainly A+'s) 
 02 80% to 89% (mainly A's,A-'s) 
 03 70% to 79% (mainly B's) 
 04 60% to 69% (mainly C's) 
 05 50% to 59% (mainly D's) 
 06 Under 50% (mainly E's and F's) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: High School Graduates and Non-Graduates who are no longer in secondary. 

A_Q10 Are you taking or have you taken some education towards a diploma, 
certificate or degree above the high school level? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No .................................................................................................... (Go to A_END) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: High School Graduates and Non-Graduates who are no longer in secondary. 

A_Q11 What is the highest degree, certificate or diploma you have obtained? 

 INTERVIEWER: CEGEP is not the same as a  community college. 

 01 No post-secondary degree, certificate or diploma 
 02 Trades certificate or diploma from a vocational school or apprenticeship training 
 03 College or other non-university certificate or diploma (from a community college, 

technical institute, school of nursing,etc.) 
 04 CEGEP ............................................................................................. (Go to A_Q12)
 05 University certificate below bachelor's level 
 06 Bachelor's degree 
 07 University degree or certificate above bachelor's degree 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to A_END) 

Coverage: High School Graduates and Non-Graduates who are no longer in secondary, who have not 
responded A_Q10= No (2) . 

A_Q12 Were your studies at CEGEP in a pre-university (general) program or a 
technical program? 

 1 Pre-university(General-2Yrs) 
 2 Technical(3Yrs) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to A_END) 

Coverage: All respondents who have obtained a college diploma in Quebec. 
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A_Q12B In your last year of CEGEP, what was your overall grade average, as a 
percentage? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate if year incomplete or different grading system. 

 01 90% or above (mainly A+'s) 
 02 80% to 89% (mainly A's,A-'s) 
 03 70% to 79% (mainly B's) 
 04 60% to 69% (mainly C's) 
 05 50% to 59% (mainly D's) 
 06 Under 50% (mainly E's and F's) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who have obtained a college diploma in Quebec. 

A_END End of HS/HIGHEST DEGREE Module. Set timer to mark end of module. 

Section:  MOST RECENT PROGRAM (BMRP) 

B_Start Start of MOST RECENT PROGRAM AND STUDENT LOAN Module. Set timer to 
mark start of module. 

B_C01A If the respondent has not taken or is not taking any education or training above 
the high school level, go to B_END.  

 Else, go to B_I01. 

 If A_Q10=2, Don't know or Refused................................................ (Go to B_END) 
 Else..................................................................................................... (Go to B_I01) 

B_I01 I am now going to ask you questions about education or training above the 
high school level that you have taken. I am interested only in programs that 
take someone 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time, not 
individual courses. A change of major in the process of obtaining a degree 
or diploma is not a change of program. Please include the programs that 
you have taken even if they haven't been completed. 

B_Q01A How many diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high school 
level have you taken? 

 INTERVIEWER: Include programs that are not completed. 

 _(1 spaces) [Min: 0 Max: 7] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken some education towards a diploma, certificate or degree above the 
high school level. 

B_E01 Respondent has taken education or training above the high school level but has 
reported that there are no programs lasting longer than 3 months if taken full-
time.  Please confirm. 

Note:  Trigger soft edit involving A_Q10 and B_Q01A when B_Q01A=0. 
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B_D01 This will create a derived variable named EDUCATIONLEVEL (level of eduation 
completed)to be used throughout the questionnaire based on response from 
A_Q03 (highest grade of elementary or high school), A_Q04 (completed high 
school), A_Q10 (further education above the high school level), A_Q11 (highest 
degree, certificate or diploma obtained) and B_Q01A (number of programs above 
high school that were 3 months or longer).  

 If A_Q11=Response then do,  
     If A_Q11 = 1, then EDUCATIONLEVEL = 5  
     Else, if A_Q11 = 2, then EDUCATIONLEVEL = 6  
     Else, if A_Q11 = 3 ou 4, then EDUCATIONLEVEL = 7  
     Else, if A_Q11 = 5, then EDUCATIONLEVEL = 8  
     Else, if A_Q11 = 6, then EDUCATIONLEVEL = 9  
     Else, if A_Q11 = 7, then EDUCATIONLEVEL = 10 

 05 No post-secondary degree, certificate or diploma 
 06 Trades certificate or diploma from a vocational school or apprenticeship training 
 07 College or other non-university certificate or diploma (from a community college, 

technical institute, school of nursing,etc. or CEGEP) 
 08 University certificate below bachelor's level 
 09 Bachelor's degree 
 10 University degree or certificate above bachelor's degree 

B_C01B If the respondent did not have any programs above the high school level that 
would take 3 months or longer to complete, go to B_END.  

 Else, go to B_Q01B 

 If B_Q01A=0, DK or RF................................................................... (Go to B_END) 
 Else.................................................................................................(Go to B_Q01B) 

B_Q01B Are you currently a post-secondary student in a program that would take 
someone 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time? 

 INTERVIEWER: Include as student, even if the respondent is not currently 
attending classes due to a non-course phase of their program such as thesis 
work, co-op, student work placement, internship or similar programs. 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 

B_B01 Call block BR. First call of BR starts at BR_I01. Second and subsequent calls 
begin at BR_Q03. Repeat  BR_Q03, BR_Q04, BR_Q05A, BR_Q05B, BR_Q06A, 
BR_Q06B, BR_E07, BR_E07A and BR_Q07 each time the module is called. 
Repeat module for the number of programs reported in B_Q01A for a maximum 
of 7 times. 

B_E01A Respondent is currently a post-secondary student but none of the end dates 
entered in the roster equal the current date.  Please return and correct.  If no end 
dates equal current date after confirmation, change B_Q01B = 2. 

Note:  Trigger soft edit if B_Q01B=1 and none of the dates entered in any occurrence of BR_Q06A and 
BR_Q06B equal the ^CurrentMonth and ^CurrentYear. 
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B_Select The most recent program is determined from the BR module.  
 If no programs are given in the BR_Roster then no program is selected.  
 If only one program is given in the BR_Roster, then  B_Select chooses that 

program as long as the program takes 3 months or more to complete if taken full-
time.

 If a respondent has more than one program, the program with the 'last date 
enrolled in the program' closest to the interview date (February or March 2002) 
will be selected as long as the program takes 3 months or more to complete if 
taken full-time.  

 If any information is missing for a program. That program cannot be selected.  
 1) If B_Q01A = 0 then Most Recent Program  = Valid Skip;  
 2) If B_Q01A = 1 and BR_Q07 = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 then Most Recent Program = 

program in BR_Roster;  
 3) If B_Q01A > 1 and BR_Q07 = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 then Most Recent Program = the 

program with the closest date in (BR_Q06A and BR_Q06B) to February of March 
2002.

 4) If BR_Q07 = Don't Know ,Refused or Not Stated then Most Recent Program = 
Not stated. 

B_C01C If no program is selected as the most recent program, go to B_End.  
 Else, go to B_Fill1. 

 If BR_ID = 99 .................................................................................. (Go to B_END) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Fill1) 

B_Fill1 Create the following fills based on the most recent program selected from BR:  
 If BR_Q03 (most recent program)=Response, then ^SPECIALE = BR_Q03 (most 

recent program).  
        Else, ^SPECIALE="your main field of study".  
 If BR_Q04=1, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "university".  
        Else, if BR_Q04= 2, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "university college".  
        Else, if BR_Q04= 3, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "CEGEP".  
        Else, if BR_Q04= 4, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "a college, community college".  
        Else, if BR_Q04= 5, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "a publically-funded technical 

institute, trade or vocational school".  
        Else, if BR_Q04= 6, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "a private business school or 

training institute".  
        Else, if BR_Q04= 7, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "another school above high 

school".
        Else, if BR_Q04= 8, then ^INSTITUTIONE = "a Quebec secondary school or 

school board".  
        Else, ^INSTITUTIONE="a post-secondary institution".  
 If B_Q01B=1, then ^PHRASE1E = "are taking".  
  If BR_Q06A (most recent program) = ^CurrentMonth and  

BR_Q06B (most recent program) =  
  ^CurrentYear and B_Q01B=DK or RF, then ^PHRASE1E 

= "are taking"  
        Else, ^PHRASE1E = "took" 

B_I01C I am now going to ask you questions about the most recent program that 
you enrolled in. This is the program that you ^PHRASE1E in ^SPECIALE at 
^INSTITUTIONE. 
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B_C01 If respondent is currently a post-secondary student, go to B_Q01  
 Else, go to B_C03 

 If B_Q01B= 1 .................................................................................... (Go to B_Q01) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_C03) 

B_Q01 Last week were you attending a school, college, or university? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q02) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_C03) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students. 

B_Q02 Why weren't you attending school last week? 

 1 Student work placement program (co-op or other practicum) 
 2 Reading week, spring break or other holiday 
 3 Thesis work or other independent study 
 4 Illness or family responsibilities 
 5 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to B_Q02S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_C03) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students who did not attend school last week. 

B_Q02S (Specify other reason.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: All current  post-secondary students who did not attend school last week for another reason. 

B_C03 If respondent is attending a university college or college/community college, go to 
B_Q03.

 Else, go to B_Q04 

 If BR_Q04 (in most recent program)= 2 or 4 ................................... (Go to B_Q03) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q04) 
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B_Q03 ^AREWEREE you enrolled in a university transfer program? 

 INTERVIEWER: A university transfer program is a specifically designed program 
offered by a community or university college where students take courses which 
are recognized for credit by the university to which the student intends to transfer 
in order to continue work towards a degree. 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If B_Q01B=Yes or if the combination of BR_Q06A and BR_Q06B (most recent program) is equal to 
^CurrentMonth and ^CurrentYear, then ^AREWEREE="Are".  

 Else, then ^AREWEREE="Were". 

Coverage: All respondents previously or currently enrolled in a college. 

B_Q04 In what province or country ^ISWASE this institution located? 

 10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
 11 Prince Edward Island 
 12 Nova Scotia 
 13 New Brunswick 
 24 Quebec 
 35 Ontario 
 46 Manitoba 
 47 Saskatchewan 
 48 Alberta 
 59 British Columbia 
 60 Yukon 
 61 Northwest Territories 
 62 Nunavut 
 76 United States 
 77 Other country (Outside Canada and the United States) 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If B_Q01B=Yes or if the combination of BR_Q06A and BR_Q06B (most recent program) is equal to 
^CurrentMonth and ^CurrentYear, then ^ISWASE="is".  

 Else, then ^ISWASE="was". 

Coverage: All respondents with previous or current PS experience. 

B_C05 If respondent is enrolled in university, go to B_Q07.  
 Else, if respondent is enrolled in Quebec secondary school, go to B_Q05.  
 Else, go to B_Q06. 

 If BR_Q04 (in most recent program)= 1 ........................................... (Go to B_Q07) 
 If BR_Q04 (in most recent program)= 8 ........................................... (Go to B_Q05) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q06) 
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B_Q05 I need to confirm what type of program this ^ISWASE in Quebec. For 
example, ^ISWASE it a Secondary School Vocational Diploma, an 
Attestation of Vocational Specialization or some other type of program? 

 01 Secondary School Vocational Diploma (SSVD) 
 02 Attestation of Vocational Specialization (AVS or ASP) 
 03 Registered Apprenticeship program 
 04 College or CEGEP program ............................................................. (Go to B_C09) 
 05 Diploma, certificate or licence from a professional association as in accounting, 

banking, or insurance 
 06 Single course(s) (above a high school level, but never part of a diploma, 

certificate, or degree program) 
  ......................................................................................................... (Go to B_END) 
 07 Not above high school level (e.g. skills upgrading, Attestation of Equivalency of 

Secondary Studies (AESS or AENS)) 
  ......................................................................................................... (Go to B_END) 
 08 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to B_Q05S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_Q11) 

Note:  Use ^ISWASE from B_Q04. 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in a Quebec secondary school for their current or most recent 
program. 

B_Q05S (Specify other type of program.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to B_Q11) 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in a Quebec secondary school for their current or most recent 
program. 

B_Q06 I need to confirm exactly what qualifications someone receives at the end 
of this program. Would it be, for example, a diploma, a certificate, some 
other qualification...? 

 1 Certificate 
 2 Diploma (also includes college-level degree) 
 3 University degree (eg. Bachelor's, Master's).................................... (Go to B_Q07) 
 4 Other qualification above the high school level 
 5 Not towards a diploma, certificate, or degree (eg. single course)... (Go to B_END) 
 6 Not above the high school level ...................................................... (Go to B_END) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to B_Q11) 

Default: (Go to B_Q09) 

Coverage: All respondents who were not enrolled in a university or Quebec Secondary School for their current or 
most recent post-secondary program. 
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B_Q07 I need to confirm what level of university program this ^ISWASE. For 
example, ^ISWASE it a Bachelor's degree, a Master's degree, etc...? 

 INTERVIEWER:  Read parts of list if needed. 

 01 CEGEP ............................................................................................. (Go to B_C09) 
 02 University transfer program at a college (for credits, university transfer diploma, 

or Associates degree) 
 03 Undergraduate-level diploma or certificate below Bachelor's degree 
 04 Bachelor's degree (e.g. B.A., B.Sc., B.Ed., B.Eng.) 
 05 First professional degree (e.g. medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, law, 

optometry, divinity, but not engineering) 
 06 Graduate-level diploma or certificate above a Bachelor's degree but below a 

Master's degree 
 07 Master's degree (e.g. M.A., M.SC.) 
 08 Ph.D. (or other earned doctorate, e.g. D.Sc., D.Ed. or a post-doctoral program)  
 09 Diploma, certificate or licence from a professional association as in accounting, 

banking, or insurance 
 10 Single course(s) never part of a diploma, certificate or degree program 
  ......................................................................................................... (Go to B_END) 
 11 Other non-university level................................................................. (Go to B_Q08) 
 12 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to B_Q07S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_Q11) 

Note:  Use ^ISWASE from B_Q04. 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in a university, or reported university qualifications, for their 
current or most recent post-secondary program. 

B_Q07S (Specify other type of diploma or certificate.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to B_Q11) 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in a university, or reported university qualifications, for their 
current or most recent post-secondary program. 

B_Q08 I need to confirm exactly what qualifications someone receives at the end 
of this program. Would it be, for example, a diploma, a certificate, some 
other qualification...? 

 1 Certificate 
 2 Diploma (also includes college-level degree) 
 3 Other qualification above the high school level 
 4 Not towards a diploma, certificate, or degree (eg single course).... (Go to B_END) 
 5 Not above the high school level ...................................................... (Go to B_END) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to B_Q11) 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in some other non-university program for their current or most 
recent post-secondary program. 
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B_Q09 What type of program ^ISWASE this? For example, ^ISWASE it a diploma 
from a college, a certificate from a private training institute, etc.? 

 INTERVIEWER: Read parts of list if needed. 

 01 Private business school or training institute diploma or certificate 
 02 Registered apprenticeship program 
 03 College or trade/vocational (undergraduate level) or similar e.g. hospital school of 

nursing or radiology, a technical institute 
 04 CEGEP ............................................................................................. (Go to B_C09) 
 05 University transfer program at a college (for credits, university transfer diploma, 

or Associates degree) 
 06 College post-diploma or graduate level program (college diploma or higher) 
 07 University diploma or certificate below Bachelor's degree(undergraduate level) 
 08 Diploma, certificate or licence from a professional association as in accounting, 

banking, or insurance 
 09 Single course(s) (above the high school level, but never part of a diploma, 

certificate, or degree program) 
  ......................................................................................................... (Go to B_END) 
 10 Not above the high school level (e.g. skills upgrading, Secondary School 

Equivalency Diploma) 
  ......................................................................................................... (Go to B_END) 
 11 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to B_Q09S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_Q11) 

Note:  Use ^ISWASE from B_Q04. 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in some other non-university program for their current or most 
recent post-secondary program. 

B_Q09S (Specify other program above high school.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to B_Q11) 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in some other non-university program for their current or most 
recent post-secondary program. 

B_C09 Respondents who have already been asked about the type of CEGEP program 
in A_Q12, go to B_Q11.  

 Else, go to B_Q09A. 

 If A_Q12= 1 OR 2 OR Refused OR Don't know............................... (Go to B_Q11) 
 Else.................................................................................................(Go to B_Q09A) For i
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B_Q09A ^AREWEREE your studies at CEGEP in a pre-university (general) program 
or a technical program? 

 1 General, pre-university (2yrs) 
 2 Technical (3Yrs) 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^AREWEREE from B_Q03. 

Coverage: All respondents who were enrolled in CEGEP for their current or most recent program and have not 
yet reported what type of CEGEP program in A_Q12. 

B_Q11 In your ^RECCURE program, ^PHRASE2E enrolled full-time, part-time or 
both?

 1 Full-time 
 2 Part-time 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If B_Q01B=Yes, then ^RECCURE="current" and ^PHRASE2E="have you been". Else, 
^RECCURE="most recent" and ^PHRASE2E="were you". 

Coverage: All respondents with previous PS experience and current students. 

B_C11 If the respondent's most recent program started in February 2001 or prior, and 
the respondent was last enrolled in the program in February 2001 or later, and 
the program lasts 13 months or more, go to B_Q12. Else go to B_C12. 

 If BR_Q05YM <= 200102 and BR_Q05YM not missing and BR_Q06YM >= 
200102 and BR_Q06YM not missing and BR_Q07 in (4,5,6,7,8) 

  .......................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q12) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_C12) 

B_Q12 In February 2001, what year of your ^TIMEE education or training program 
were you enrolled in? 

 __(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 10] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If BR_Q07 (most recent program) = 4, then ^TIMEE="13 month to 2 year".  
 Else, if BR_Q07 (most recent program) = 5, then ^TIMEE="3 year".  
 Else, if BR_Q07(most recent program) = 6, then ^TIMEE="4 year".  
 Else, if BR_Q07(most recent program) = 7, then ^TIMEE="5 year".  
 Else, if BR_Q07(most recent program) = 8, then ^TIMEE="more than 5 year".  
 Else, ^TIMEE="". 

Coverage: Respondents who were enrolled in February 2001 or before, in their most recent or current program, 
which takes 13 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 
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B_C12 If a current post-secondary student in a program that lasts 13 months or more, go 
to B_Q14.

 Else, if  a current post-secondary student in a program that lasts less than 13 
months, go to B_C14.  

 Else, go to B_Q17. 

 If B_Q01B=1 and BR_Q07 (most recent program)=(4,5,6,7 OR 8) . (Go to B_Q14) 
 If B_Q01B=1 and BR_Q07 (most recent program)=2 OR 3............. (Go to B_C14) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q17) 

B_Q14 What year of your ^TIMEE education or training program are you currently
enrolled in? 

 __(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 10] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^TIMEE from B_Q12. 

Coverage: Current postsecondary students. 

B_C14 If a current post-secondary student and enrolled both full and part-time, go to 
B_Q15.

 Else, go to B_Q16. 

 If B_Q01B=1 and if B_Q11= 3.......................................................... (Go to B_Q15) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q16) 

B_Q15 Are you currently enrolled full-time or part-time? 

 1 Full-time 
 2 Part-time 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Current postsecondary students who reported attending both full-time and part-time. 

B_Q16 Do you plan to complete your current program? 

 1 Yes..................................................................................................(Go to B_Q16A) 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q18) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_Q20) 

Coverage: Current post-secondary students. For i
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B_Q16A In what month and year do you plan to complete it? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. 

 01 January 
 02 February 
 03 March 
 04 April 
 05 May 
 06 June 
 07 July 
 08 August 
 09 September 
 10 October 
 11 November 
 12 December 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Current post-secondary students. 

B_Q16B

 INTERVIEWER: Enter year. 

Default: (Go to B_Q20) 

Coverage: Current post-secondary students. 

B_Q17 Did you complete all of your program? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q20) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All non-current students. 
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B_Q18 What ^QUESTIONE? 

 01 Financial situation (costs too much or didn't have enough money) . (Go to B_Q20) 
 02 Could not get a loan ......................................................................... (Go to B_Q20) 
 03 Grades not good enough / Failed / Program too difficult 
 04 Not enough interest or motivation 
 05 Wants to stay close to home or no school nearby 
 06 Takes too long 
 07 Wanted or needed to work 
 08 Family responsibilities 
 09 Own health 
 10 Not sure what to do / haven't decided yet 
 11 Couldn't get into institution or program of choice 
 12 Want to take time off (e.g. for travel or other interest) 
 13 Wants to change program 
 14 Program was not what you wanted 
 15 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to B_Q18S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_Q19) 

Note:  If previous question is B_Q16, then ^QUESTIONE="is your main reason you do not plan to complete 
this program".

 Else, ^QUESTIONE="was the main reason you did not continue your post-secondary education". 

Coverage: All non-current students who left their most recent program without completing it; and current 
students who do not plan to complete their current program. 

B_Q18S (Specify other reason.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: All non-current students who left their most recent program without completing it; and current 
students who do not plan to complete their current program. 

B_Q19 Were costs or your ability to pay a major factor in your decision not to 
complete your program? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All non-current students who did not complete their program and reported a reason other than "cost". 
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B_Q20 How much of this diploma, certificate, or degree have you taken through 
correspondence or another type of distance education like internet, 
television or video? Is that...? 

 INTERVIEWER: Include radio broadcasts, videotapes, video-conferencing, 
internet and e-mail. Read categories to respondent. 

 1 None of it ......................................................................................... (Go to B_Q22)
 2 Less than half
 3 About half
 4 More than half
 5 All of it
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to B_Q22) 

Coverage: All current and non-current post-secondary students. 

B_Q21 What methods of distance education did you use? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 

 1 Internet or e-mail 
 2 Correspondence by regular mail 
 3 Television or radio broadcasts 
 4 Videotapes or audio-cassettes 
 5 Video-conferencing (live) 
 6 Telephone or audio-conferencing (live) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current and non-current post-secondary students who reported some distance learning in B_Q20. 

B_Q22 Has your ^RECURRE program included on-the-job experience, where you 
spent time in a work place such as a co-op program or work placement? 

 INTERVIEWER: With or without pay. 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q23) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_C23) 

Note:  Use ^RECURRE from B_Q11. 

Coverage: All current and non-current post-secondary students. For i
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B_Q23 What type of program ^ISWASE this? ^ISWASE it... 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 

 1 a co-op program (alternating periods of study and paid work terms)?
 2 an apprenticeship program?
 3 a trade/vocational training program?
 4 another program with a work placement (e.g. practicum, internship, 

clinical)?
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^ISWASE from B_Q04. 

Coverage: All current and non-current  post-secondary students who reported Yes to B_Q22. 

B_C23 If respondents completed their most recent program and the date they were last 
enrolled in program = 2001, go to B_C24.  

 Else, if respondents were last enrolled in a program in 2001 and the highest 
degree, certificate or diploma they obtained was a trades certificate, or a college 
or other non-university certificate, or CEGEP, or a university certificate or a 
bachelor's degree, or a university degree or certificate above bachelor's, then go 
to B_Q24.

 Else, go to B_C24. 

 If B_Q17 = 1 and BR_Q06B (in most recent program)=2001 .......... (Go to B_C24) 
 If any BR_Q06B=2001 and EducationLevel = 6,7,8,9,10 ............... (Go to B_Q24) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_C24) 

B_Q24 In 2001, did you complete the requirements for a post-secondary program 
that lasted three months or more? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who ended a post-secondary program in 2001 and have reported having a degree, 
certificate or diploma in A_Q11. 

B_C24 If only one program in B_Q01A and respondent started the program in July 2001 
or after, go to B_I24A.

 Else, if only one program in B_Q01A and respondent is/was enrolled both full 
and part time and the respondent started the program before July 2001. go to 
B_Q24A.

 Else, if more than one program in B_Q01A, go to B_I24B.  
 Else, go to B_I24A. 

 If B_Q01A=1 and BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B is July 2001 or after....(Go to B_I24A) 
 If B_Q01A=1 and B_Q11=3 and BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B < July 2001(Go to B_Q24A) 
 If B_Q01A >1....................................................................................(Go to B_I24B) 
 Else...................................................................................................(Go to B_I24A) 
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B_Fill2 Create the following fills from the oldest program listed in BR. The program with 
the earliest date in BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B should be selected.  

 If BR_Q04=Response then if BR_Q04= 1, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in 
university".  

     Else, if BR_Q04= 2, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in university college".  
     Else, if BR_Q04= 3, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in CEGEP".  
     Else, if BR_Q04= 4, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in college or community 

college".
     Else, if BR_Q04= 5, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in a publicly-funded technical 

institute, trade or vocational school".  
     Else, if BR_Q04= 6, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in a private business school or 

training institute".  
     Else, if BR_Q04= 7, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in another school above high 

school".
     Else, if BR_Q04= 8, then ^INSTITUTION2E = "in a Quebec secondary school 

or school board".  
     Else, ^INSTITUTION2E="".  
 If BR_Q05A=Response, then ^FIRSTPROGMTHE= "starting in " + BR_Q05A.  
     Else, ^FIRSTPROGMTHE= "".  
 If no response in BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B=Response, then 

^FIRSTPROGYRE="starting in " + BR_Q05B.  
     Else, if BR_Q05B=Response, then ^FIRSTPROGYRE=BR_Q05B.  
     Else, ^FIRSTPROGYRE="". 

B_Q24A In the first year of your ^RECCURE program, were you enrolled full-time, 
part-time or both? 

 1 Full-time 
 2 Part-time 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to B_END) 

Note:  Use ^RECCURE from B_Q11 

Coverage: All respondents who are or were enrolled in their program both full-time and part-time. 

B_I24A Thank you for answering these questions about your ^RECCURE program. 
I am now going to ask you questions about the government student loan 
programs.

Default: (Go to B_Q25) 

Note:  Use ^RECCURE from B_Q11. 

B_I24B Thank you for answering these questions about your ^RECCURE program. 

Note:  Use ^RECCURE from B_Q11. 
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B_Q24B The next question is about your first post-secondary program. In your first
year of post-secondary education ^INSTITUTION2E ^FIRSTPROGMTHE 
^FIRSTPROGYRE, were you enrolled full-time, part-time or both? 

 1 Full-time 
 2 Part-time 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to B_END) 

Coverage: All respondents with more than one post-secondary program. 

B_I25 I am now going to ask you questions about the government student loan 
programs.

B_Q25 Since the beginning of your post-secondary education, have you ever 
received a loan from a Canadian federal or provincial student loan 
program?

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to B_C25) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to B_END) 

Coverage: All current and non-current post-secondary students. 

B_C25 If the respondent started any program prior to July 2001, go to B_Q26  
 Else, go to B_C27 

 If any BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B<July 2001...................................... (Go to B_Q26) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_C27) 

B_Q26 Since the beginning of your post-secondary education, for how many years 
did you receive a loan from a Canadian federal or provincial student loan 
program?

 __(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 10] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current and non-current post-secondary students who reported receiving government student 
loans and who started post-secondary before July 2001. 

B_C26 If all programs end before July 2001, go to B_C27  
 Else, go to B_Q27 

 If all BR_Q06A and BR_Q06B < July 2001...................................... (Go to B_C27) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q27) For i
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B_Q27 Did you receive a loan from a Canadian federal or provincial student loan 
program for the current school year? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current and non-current post-secondary students who left their most recent program between July 
2001 and February/March 2002, who started post-secondary before July 2001 and reported receiving 
a government student loan. 

B_C27 If not a current post-secondary student, go to B_Q29  
 Else, go to B_Q32 

 If B_Q01B=2..................................................................................... (Go to B_Q29) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q32) 

B_Q29 At the time that you left your post-secondary studies in ^MONTHE^YEARE, 
how much did you owe for all your government student loans? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  ^MONTHE = BR_Q06A (month of most recent program) and  ^YEARE = BR_Q06B (year of most 
recent program). 

Coverage: All non-current post-secondary students who had a government student loan. 

B_Q30 Have you received a loan remission, debt reduction or loan forgiveness on 
your government student loan in the first six months after you left your 
post-secondary studies in ^MONTHE^YEARE? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to B_C31) 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^MONTHE and ^YEARE from B_Q29. 

Coverage: All non-current post-secondary students who had a government student loan. 

B_Q31 What was the amount of your loan remission, debt reduction or loan 
forgiveness? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All non-current post-secondary student who have received a loan remission, a debt reduction or a 
loan forgiveness. 

B_C31 If out of school for at least six months, go to B_Q32. Else, go to B_Q33. 

 If combination of BR_Q06A (most recent program) and BR_Q06B (most recent 
program) is at least six months before ^CurrentMonth and ^CurrentYear 

  .......................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q32) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to B_Q33) 
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B_Q32 How much do you owe for all your government student loans now? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who did not attend school for at least six months and all current post-secondary 
students who had a government student loan. 

B_Q33 In what province did you apply for ^LOANE? 

 INTERVIEWER: If more than one province, then mark the most recent province 
of application. 

 10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
 11 Prince Edward Island 
 12 Nova Scotia 
 13 New Brunswick 
 24 Quebec 
 35 Ontario 
 46 Manitoba 
 47 Saskatchewan 
 48 Alberta 
 59 British Columbia 
 60 Yukon 
 61 Northwest Territories 
 62 Nunavut 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If B_Q26 >1, then ^LOANE="these government student loans".  
 If B_Q26=1, then ^LOANE="this government student loan".  
 If all responses in BR_Q05A (month) and BR_Q05B (year) are equal to or later than July 2001 and 

B_Q01A=1, then ^LOANE="this government student loan".  
 Else, ^LOANE="a government student loan". 

Coverage: All respondents who received a government student loan. 

B_END End of MOST RECENT PROGRAM AND STUDENT LOAN module. Set timer to 
mark end of module. 

Section:  PS PROGRAM ROSTER (BRPSP) 

BR_Start Start of POST-SECONDARY PROGRAMS ROSTER Module.  Set timer to mark 
start of module. 

BR_I01 I want to know about the diploma, certificate, or degree program(s) above 
high school that you worked on. These programs must take someone 3 
months or more to complete if taken full-time. ^PHRASEE 

 INTERVIEWER: Include programs not completed. 

Note:  If B_Q01A=1, then  ^PHRASEE = ""  
 If B_Q01A>1, then ^PHRASEE = "I would like to you to begin with the oldest program and end with 

the most recent one." 
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BR_Fill1 Use the following fills for BR_Q03.  
 Create the following fills on the first call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=1 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and  

^PROGNUME="in your current program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A=1, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most 

recent program".  
       If B_Q01A>1, then  ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your first

program".  
 Create the following fills on the second call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=2 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and ^PROGNUME="in 

your current program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A=2, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most 

recent program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>2, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your 

second program".
 Create the following fills on the third call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=3 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and ^PROGNUME="in 

your current program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A=3, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most 

recent program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>3, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your third

program".  
 Create the following fills on the fourth call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=4 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and ^PROGNUME="in 

your current program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A=4, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most 

recent program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>4, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your fourth

program".  
 Create the following fills on the fifth call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=5 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and ^PROGNUME="in 

your current program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A=5, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most 

recent program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>5, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your fifth

program".  
 Create the following fills on the sixth call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=6 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and ^PROGNUME="in 

your current program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A=6, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most 

recent program".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>6, then ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your sixth

program".  
 Create the following fills on the seventh call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=7 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS1E="is" and ^PROGNUME="in 

your current program".  
       Else ^ISWAS1E="was" and ^PROGNUME="in your most recent program". 
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BR_Q03 What ^ISWAS1E the main field of study or specialization ^PROGNUME? 

 INTERVIEWER: Enter main field of study or specialization (e.g. electronics 
engineering technology, psychology). If there are 2 or more fields of study of 
equal importance, enter only one. 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 

BR_Fill2 Use the following fills for BR_Q04 and BR_Q07.  
 Create the following fills on the first call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=1 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=1, then ^ISWAS2E="was".  
 Create the following fills on the second call of the BR module:  
       If  B_Q01A=2 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=2, then ^ISWAS2E="was".  
 Create the following fills on the third call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=3 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=3, then ^ISWAS2E="was".  
 Create the following fills on the fourth call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=4 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=4, then ^ISWAS2E="was".  
 Create the following fills on the fifth call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=5 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=5, then ^ISWAS2E="was".  
 Create the following fills on the sixth call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=6 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=6, then ^ISWAS2E="was".  
 Create the following fills on the seventh call of the BR module:  
       If B_Q01A=7 and B_Q01B=Yes, then ^ISWAS2E="is".  
       Else, if B_Q01A>=7, then ^ISWAS2E="was". 

BR_Q04 What type of school ^ISWAS2E this? For example, a community college, a 
university, a private training institute or some other type of school? 

 01 University 
 02 University college (may grant university degrees) 
 03 CEGEP 
 04 College, community college 
 05 Publicly-funded technical institute, trade or vocational school 
 06 Private business school or private training institute 
 07 Another school above high school 
 08 Quebec secondary school or school board 
 09 Another school not above high school ..........................................(Go to BR_END) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 
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BR_Q05A In what month and year did you first start this program? 

 INTERVIEWER: Dates are critical. Probe using season, special events etc., to 
determine month and year.  

 By "start", we mean when they started attending, not when they applied, were 
admitted, or registered. Students in a non-course phase of their program (eg. 
students in the work or co-op portion of a work-study program or those doing 
thesis work only) are still considered enrolled. 

 01 January 
 02 February 
 03 March 
 04 April 
 05 May 
 06 June 
 07 July 
 08 August 
 09 September 
 10 October 
 11 November 
 12 December 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Don't know not allowed. 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 

BR_Q05B

 INTERVIEWER: Enter year. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min: 1988 Max: 2002] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Don't know not allowed. 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 
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BR_Q06A In what month and year were you last enrolled in this program? 

 INTERVIEWER: Dates are critical. Probe using season, special events etc., to 
determine month and year.  

 Students in a non-course phase of their program (eg. students in the work or co-
op portion of a work-study program or those doing thesis work only) are still 
considered enrolled.  

 End date must be after (or same as) start date.

 01 January 
 02 February 
 03 March 
 04 April 
 05 May 
 06 June 
 07 July 
 08 August 
 09 September 
 10 October 
 11 November 
 12 December 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Don't Know not allowed. 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 

BR_Q06B

 INTERVIEWER: Enter year. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min: 1988 Max: 2002] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Don't Know not allowed. 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 

BR_E07 The end date is earlier than the start date. Please return and correct. 

Note:  Trigger hard edit if end date (month and year) is earlier than the start date (month and year). 

BR_E07A The end date cannot be later than the current date.  Please return and 
correct. 

Note:  Trigger hard edit if end date (month and year) is later than ^CurrentMonth and ^CurrentYear. 
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BR_Q07 What ^ISWAS2E the normal time required to complete the program if taken 
full-time? 

 01 Less than 3 months (12 weeks) 
 02 3 to 5 months 
 03 6 months to 1 year 
 04 13 months to 2 years 
 05 3 years 
 06 4 years 
 07 5 years 
 08 More than 5 years 
 09 No normal length, it varies 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who have taken one or more diploma, certificate or degree programs above the high 
school level that take 3 months or more to complete if taken full-time. 

BR_END End of POST-SECONDARY PROGRAMS ROSTER Module. Set timer to mark 
end of module. 

Section:  FINANCING FOR PS STUDENTS (CFPSS) 

C_Start Start of FINANCING FOR post-secondary STUDENTS MODULE. Set timer to 
mark start of module. 

C_C01 Current post-secondary students, go to C_I01.  
 Recent leavers (respondents who left or completed their programs in or after July 

2001), go to C_I01.  
 Else, go to C_END. 

 If B_Q01B=1 ......................................................................................(Go to C_I01) 
 If B_Q01B=2/DK/RF and any BR_Q06A and BR_Q06B >June 2001(Go to C_I01) 
 If B_Q01B=2/DK/RF and any BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B > June 2001(Go to C_I01) 
 Else.................................................................................................. (Go to C_END) 

C_D01 This will create derived variables to be used throughout the module.  They will be 
used in formulas, as set out in the relevant questions in the module.  

 Create the following derived variables, and initialize them all to EMPTY:  
 CTOTAL1 (total of annual educational expenses)  
 CTOTAL2 (total of monthly expenses)  
 CTOTAL3 (total annual expenses)  
 CTOTAL4 (income from employment and other sources)  
 CTOTAL5 (repayable annual revenue not earned from employment)  
 CTOTAL6 (non-repayable cash contributions or assistance) 

C_D01A This will create a derived variable (STUDENTSTATUS) to represent either the 
current student or recent school leaver status of the respondent.   It is used 
throughout the module.  

 Create STUDENTSTATUS as follows:  
 If B_Q01B=1, then STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent.  
 If B_Q01B=2/DK/RF and any of BR_Q06A and BR_Q06B > June 2001 

<^CurrentMonth ^CurrentYear,  
      then STUDENTSTATUS=recentleaver.  
 Else, STUDENTSTATUS=unknown. 
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C_Fill Use the following fills throughout the module:  
 If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^RECCURE="current".  
 Else, ^RECCURE="most recent". 

C_I01 The following questions concern your expenses and income for your 
^RECCURE school year. Your answers will be kept confidential and used 
for statistical purposes only. I will begin with a few questions about the 
length of your school or academic year. 

C_Q01A In what month and year did you begin your ^RECCURE school or academic 
year? 

 INTERVIEWER: For students in programs which do not follow a traditional 
September to spring school year, try to identify either when they started their 
current year of studies (e.g. entered in January) or for students who are on a long 
break or who have just completed their school year, report the start month of the 
most recent school year. 

 01 January 
 02 February 
 03 March 
 04 April 
 05 May 
 06 June 
 07 July 
 08 August 
 09 September 
 10 October 
 11 November 
 12 December 
  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q04) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers 

C_Q01B

 INTERVIEWER: Enter year. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min: 2000 Max: 2002] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_Q02A In what month and year ^WILLDIDE your ^RECCURE school or academic 
year end? 

 INTERVIEWER: For students who are in a long break or who have just 
completed their school year, report the end month of the most recent school 
year. For students in non-course work phases of their studies (thesis work or 
work-study periods) report when the normal school year would end if they were in 
classes. 

 01 January 
 02 February 
 03 March 
 04 April 
 05 May 
 06 June 
 07 July 
 08 August 
 09 September 
 10 October 
 11 November 
 12 December 
  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q04) 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^WILLDIDE="will"  
 Else, ^WILLDIDE="did". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q02B

 INTERVIEWER: Enter year. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min: 2000 Max: 2003] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_E02 Respondent has reported an end date that is earlier than the start date of 
their school year.  Please return and correct. 

Note:  Trigger hard edit if C_Q02A and C_Q02B is earlier than C_Q01A and C_Q01B. 

C_C04 If response in start month/year and end month/year, go to C_D04.  
 Else, go to C_Q04. 

 If response in C_Q01A, C_Q01B, C_Q02A and C_Q02B ............... (Go to C_D04) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q04) 
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C_Q04 How many months ^ISWASE your ^RECCURE school year? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. 

 __(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 18] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^ISWASE="is".  
 Else, ^ISWASE="was". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who are missing either their start or end date. 

C_D04 Create derived variable MONTHS to calculate the length of the school year.  
Calculate as follows:  

 If response in C_Q04, then MONTHS = C_Q04.  
 Else, if response in C_Q01A, C_Q01B, C_Q02A AND C_Q02B,  
 then MONTHS = number of months between C_Q01A/C_Q01B and 

C_Q02A/C_Q02B.  
 Else MONTHS = unknown. 

C_E04 The length of the school year is MONTHS months.  Please confirm. 

Note:  Trigger soft edit involving C_Q01A, C_Q01B, C_Q02A, C_Q02B and C_Q04 if MONTHS > 12. If any 
of the fields are changed, recalculate the derived variable MONTHS.  

 MONTHS = figure calculated in C_D04. 

C_I04 The following questions are about the education costs related to your 
^RECCURE school year. 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q05 For your ^RECCURE school year, what ^ISWASE the total cost of your 
tuition and required fees such as student association membership, health 
services, athletic fees, etc^PHRASE1E? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. Include tuition 
and other fees that have been paid by someone else such as parents. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF...................................................................................................(Go to C_Q07A) 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=recentleaver or STUDENTSTATUS=unknown and B_Q17=No,  
 then ^PHRASE1E=" for which you were not reimbursed".  
 Else, ^PHRASE1E="".  
 If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^ISWASE="is"  
 Else, ^ISWASE="was". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_Q06 For your ^RECCURE school year, what ^ISWASE the total amount of other 
expenses on books, supplies and equipment related to your education? Do 
not include transportation costs. 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 25000] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^ISWASE from C_Q05. 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_C07 If any responses provided for the questions on tuition and other expenses related 
to education are "refused" or "don't know", skip to estimate, go to C_Q07A.  

 If CTOTAL1 (total of tuition and other expenses) is outside of normal range, 500-
5500, and not equal to 0, skip to total confirmation, go to C_Q07.  

 Else, CTOTAL1 (total of tuition and other expenses) is within normal range, skip 
both confirmation and estimate, go to C_I08 

 If C_Q05=DK or C_Q06=RF/DK ....................................................(Go to C_Q07A) 
 If (CTOTAL1<500 and CTOTAL1<>0) or CTOTAL1>5500.............. (Go to C_Q07) 
 Else.....................................................................................................(Go to C_I08) 

Note:  CTOTAL1 is calculated in C_Q07 

C_Q07 Based on the amounts that you reported, it ^COSTE you approximately a 
total of $^CTOTAL1 for tuition, required fees and other expenses related to 
your education like books and other supplies ^PHRASE1E.  Is this amount 
correct? 

 1 Yes......................................................................................................(Go to C_I08) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^PHRASE1E from C_Q05  
 If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^COSTE="costs"  
 Else, ^COSTE="cost".  
 If numeric response in C_Q05 and C_Q06, then calculate ^CTOTAL1=C_Q05+C_Q06 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who did not answer RF or DK to C_Q05 or 
C_Q06 and total for C_Q05 or C_Q06 is less than 500 or more than 5500. 

C_Q07A What is your best estimate for your total tuition, required fees and other 
expenses related to your education like books and other supplies for your 
^RECCURE school year ^PHRASE1E? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^PHRASE1E from C_Q05 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who answered RF and DK to C_Q05 or 
C_Q06, or don't agree with calculated total in C_Q07. 
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C_I08 The following questions are about your regular monthly expenses while in 
school.

 INTERVIEWER: Include expenses respondent makes for spouse and children. 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q08 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much ^DODIDE 
you spend per month for accommodation, including all costs relating to 
your household such as rent, mortgage, heat, telephone, utilities and 
power? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min:    0 Max: 5000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q12) 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^DODIDE="do".  
 Else, ^DODIDE="did". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q09 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much ^DODIDE 
you spend per month for food? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min:    0 Max: 2500] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q12) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q10 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much ^DODIDE 
you spend per month for all other regular expenses, including 
transportation, entertainment, childcare, recreation, insurance, loan 
payments, etc.? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min:    0 Max: 5000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q12) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_C11 If any responses provided for costs of accommodations, food and other 
expenses are "refused" or "don't know", estimate total, go to C_Q12.  

 If CTOTAL2 is outside of normal range, 100-1100, and not equal to 0, confirm 
total, go to C_Q11.

 Else, CTOTAL2 is within normal range or equal to 0, skip both confirmation and 
estimate, go to C_I13. 

 If C_Q08=DK or C_Q09=DK or C_Q10=DK .................................... (Go to C_Q12) 
 If (CTOTAL2<100 and CTOTAL2<>0) or CTOTAL2>1100.............. (Go to C_Q11) 
 Else.....................................................................................................(Go to C_I13) 

Note:  CTOTAL2 is calculated in C_Q11 

C_Q11 Based on the amounts that you have reported, your regular monthly 
expenses ^AREWEREE approximately $^CTOTAL2 per month for your 
^RECCURE school year. Is this amount correct? 

 1 Yes......................................................................................................(Go to C_I13) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  IF STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^AREWEREE="are".  
 Else, ^AREWEREE="were".  
 If numeric response in C_Q08, C_Q09 and C_Q10, then calculate 

^CTOTAL2=C_Q08+C_Q09+C_Q10. 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who did not answer DK or RF to C_Q08, 
C_Q09, C_Q10 and total for C_Q08, C_Q09 and C_Q10 is less than 100 or more than 1100. 

C_Q12 What is your best estimate for your total monthly living expenses including 
accommodation, food and other regular expenses for your ^RECCURE 
school year? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 15000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who answered RF or DK to C_Q08, C_Q09 or 
C_Q10 or don't agree with calculated total in C_Q11. 

C_I13 The following question refers to other expenses for the entire school year. 

C_Q13 During your entire ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much 
^SPEND1E on miscellaneous expenses such as clothing, vacations, gifts 
and large one-time purchases? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Create fill for SPEND1E:  
 If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^SPEND1E="will you have spent".  
 Else, ^SPEND1E="did you spend". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_C14 If CTOTAL3 is EMPTY, estimate total yearly expenses, go to C_Q14A.  
 If CTOTAL3 is outside of normal range, 1500-12000, and not equal to 0, confirm 

total, go to C_Q14.
 Else, CTOTAL3 is within normal range or equal to 0, skip both confirmation and 

estimate, go to C_I15. 

 If CTOTAL3 is EMPTY ...................................................................(Go to C_Q14A) 
 Else, if (CTOTAL3<1500 and CTOTAL3<>0) or CTOTAL3>12000. (Go to C_Q14) 
 Else.....................................................................................................(Go to C_I15) 

C_Q14 Based on the amounts that you have reported for your monthly and 
miscellaneous expenses, the total for your entire ^RECCURE school year is 
approximately $^CTOTAL3. Is this amount correct? 

 1 Yes......................................................................................................(Go to C_I15) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:   
 Calculate ^CTOTAL3 if possible:  
 If value in ^MONTHS and C_Q13=numeric response then  
 If C_Q12=numeric response, then ^CTOTAL3=(C_Q12x^MONTHS) + C_Q13  
 Else, if ^CTOTAL2>=0, then ^CTOTAL3=(^CTOTAL2x^MONTHS) + C_Q13 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who did not answer RF or DK to C_Q13 and 
total for (C_Q08, C_Q09 and C_Q10 X number of months in academic years) and C_Q13 is less than 
1500 or more than 12000. 

C_Q14A What is your best estimate for your total monthly and miscellaneous 
expenses for your entire ^RECCURE school year? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who answered 0 to C_Q13, or don't agree 
with calculated total in C_Q14. 

C_I15 The following questions are about your sources of revenue that you are 
using to pay for the expenses for your ^RECCURE school year. 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers 
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C_Q15 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from jobs held since the beginning of the school 
year^PHRASE2E?  Please include teaching or research assistantship 
earnings.

 INTERVIEWER: Include money earned while on a co-op work term, Christmas 
break, spring break, or any other time when the respondent was not attending 
classes but, was considered to be enrolled. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q19) 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^RECEIVE1E="will you be receiving" and 
^PHRASE2E="".  

 Else, ^RECEIVE1E="did you receive" and ^PHRASE2E=" until you left your studies". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q16 Approximately how much money did you save from all jobs prior to starting 
your ^RECCURE school year? 

 INTERVIEWER: This is money saved from jobs before starting school year such 
as summer jobs and other previous jobs since leaving high school. Do not 
include money that was put into investments. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q19) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q17 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^USE1E from investment income such as trust funds, RESPs, RRSPs or 
savings bonds? 

 INTERVIEWER: RESP is Registered Education Savings Plan and RRSP is 
Registered Retirement Savings Plan. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q19) 

Note:  Create fill ÛSE1E:  
 If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^USE1E="will you be using"  
 Else, ^USE1E="did you use". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_C18 If any responses given for employment income and investment income are 
"refused" or "don't know", go to C_Q19.  

 If CTOTAL4 is outside of normal range, 1000-11200, and not equal to 0, confirm 
total, go to C_Q18.

 Else, CTOTAL4 is within normal range or equal to 0, skip both confirmation and 
estimate, go to C_I20. 

 If C_Q15=DK or C_Q16=DK or C_Q17=DK .................................... (Go to C_Q19) 
 If (CTOTAL4<1000 and CTOTAL4<>0) or CTOTAL4>11200) ........ (Go to C_Q18) 
 Else.....................................................................................................(Go to C_I20) 

C_Q18 Based on the amounts you have reported, you ^RECEIVE2E a total of 
approximately $^CTOTAL4 from all sources of employment income and 
other sources such as RESPs, RRSPs, etc. for your ^RECCURE school 
year.  Is this amount correct? 

 1 Yes......................................................................................................(Go to C_I20) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^RECEIVE2E="will be receiving".  
 Else, ^RECEIVE2E="have received".  
 Calculate CTOTAL4:  
 If numeric response in C_Q15, C_Q16, and C_Q17 then calculate 

^CTOTAL4=C_Q15+C_Q16+C_Q17 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who did not answer RF or DK to C_Q15, 
C_Q16 and C_Q17 and total for C_Q15, C_Q16 and C_Q17 is less than 1000 or more than 11200. 

C_Q19 What is your best estimate for the total amount you ^RECEIVE2E from all 
sources of employment during and outside the school year and other 
sources of income such as RESP, RRSPs, etc? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 350000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who answered RF or DK to C_Q15, C_Q16 
and C_Q17, or don't agree with calculated total in C_Q18. 

C_I20 The following questions are about sources of income that you have to pay 
back.

C_C20 If respondent received a student loan this year, go to C_Q20.  
 Else, go to C_Q21 

 If B_Q27=1 ....................................................................................... (Go to C_Q20) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q21) 
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C_Q20 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from government student loans, including both provincial and 
federal student loans? Report the amount before any adjustments were 
made if you received a Canadian Millenium Grant. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q25) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who started post-secondary before July 2001 
and received a loan this year. 

C_Q21 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from private bank loans or a line of credit? 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q25) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q22 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from loans from your parents, spouse or partner or family 
that you expect to pay back? 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q25) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q23 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from loans from other people that you expect to pay back? 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q25) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_C24 If any responses in C_Q20, C_Q21, C_Q22 and C_Q23 are "refused" or "don't 
know", go to C_Q25.  

 If CTOTAL5 is greater than normal upper range, 9000, confirm total, go to 
C_Q24.  

 Else, CTOTAL5 is within normal range or equal to 0, skip both estimate and 
confirmation, go to C_I26. 

 If C_Q20=DK or C_Q21=DK or C_Q22=DK or C_Q23=DK............. (Go to C_Q25) 
 If CTOTAL5>9000 ............................................................................(Go to C_Q24) 
 Else.....................................................................................................(Go to C_I26) 
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C_Q24 Based on the amounts you have reported, you ^RECEIVE2E a total of 
approximately $^CTOTAL5 from sources that you have to pay back.  Is this 
amount correct? 

 1 Yes......................................................................................................(Go to C_I26) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If numeric response in C_Q20, C_Q21, C_Q22 and C_Q23, then calculate 
^CTOTAL5=C_Q20+C_Q21+C_Q22+ C_Q23 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who did not answer RF or DK to C_Q20, 
C_Q21,C_Q22 and C_Q23 and total for C_Q20, C_Q21, C_Q22 and C_Q23 is more than 9000. 

C_Q25 What is your best estimate for the total amount you ^RECEIVE2E from all 
sources that have to be repaid such as government student loans, bank 
loans, lines of credit, parents, spouse or partner, or others? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 250000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who answered RF or DK to C_Q20, C_Q21, 
C_Q22 or C_Q23, or don't agree with calculated total in C_Q24. 

C_I26 The following questions are about sources of income that you do not have 
to pay back. 

C_Q26 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from your parents, spouse or partner, or family that you do 
not have to pay back? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q27 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from other people that you do not have to pay back? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 50000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_C27A If respondent gave an amount greater than 0 in C_Q20 (had a loan for this year), 
go to C_Q27A

 Else, go to C_Q28 

 If C_Q20>0 .....................................................................................(Go to C_Q27A) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q28) 

C_Q27A During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from the Canadian Millenium grant? 

 ____(4 spaces) [Min:    0 Max: 5000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students or recent leavers who received a loan this year greater than 0. 

C_Q28 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from grants or bursaries (non-repayable)? Exclude the 
Canadian Millenium Grant. 

 INTERVIEWER: Grants and bursaries are awarded based on financial need. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q29 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from scholarships, awards or prizes (non-repayable)? 

 INTERVIEWER: These are awarded based on academic performance. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 

C_Q30 During your ^RECCURE school year, approximately how much money 
^RECEIVE1E from other sources that you don't have to pay back? 

 INTERVIEWER: These may include employment insurance, pensions, insurance 
payments, inheritance, sale of assets, child support, alimony, etc. 

 _____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99000] 

  DK 
  RF..................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers. 
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C_C31 If any responses in C_Q26, C_Q27, C_Q27A, C_Q28, C_Q29 and C_Q30 are 
"don't know", go to C_Q32  

 If CTOTAL6 is greater than normal upper range, 7200, confirm total, go to 
C_Q31.  

 Else, CTOTAL6 is within normal range or equal to 0, skip both estimate and 
confirmation, go to C_C36. 

 If C_Q26=DK or C_Q27=DK or C_Q27A=DK or C_Q28=DK or C_Q29=DK or 
C_Q30=DK 

  .......................................................................................................... (Go to C_Q32) 
 If CTOTAL6>7200 ............................................................................(Go to C_Q31) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to C_C36) 

C_Q31 Based on the amounts you have reported, you ^RECEIVE2E a total of 
approximately $^CTOTAL6 from all sources that you do not have to pay 
back.  Is this amount correct? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to C_C36) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If numeric response in C_Q26, C_Q27,C_Q27A, C_Q28, C_Q29 and C_Q30, then calculate 
^CTOTAL6=C_Q26+C_Q27+C_Q27A+C_Q28+C_Q29+C_Q30 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who did not answered RF or DK to C_Q26, 
C_Q27, C_Q27A, C_Q28, C_Q29 and C_Q30 and total for C_Q26, C_Q27, C_Q27A, C_Q28, C_Q29 
and C_Q30 is more than 7200. 

C_Q32 What is your best estimate for the total amount you ^RECEIVE2E from all 
non-repayable cash contributions and assistance sources like parents, 
spouse or partner, grants, scholarships and bursaries? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get best estimate. Record to the nearest dollar. 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 450000] 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who answered RF or DK to C_Q26, C_Q27, 
C_Q27A, C_Q28 or C_Q30, or don't agree with calculated total in C_Q31. 

C_C36 If respondent gave an amount from a job held during the school year, go to 
C_I36

 Else, go to C_END 

 If C_Q15>0 .........................................................................................(Go to C_I36) 
 Else.................................................................................................. (Go to C_END) 

C_I36 The following questions are about your employment during your 
^RECCURE school year. 
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C_Q36 How many paid hours ^DODIDE you usually work per week during your 
^RECCURE school year? 

 __(2 spaces) [Min:  0 Max: 90] 

  DK 
  RF.................................................................................................... (Go to C_END) 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^DODIDE="do".  
 Else, ^DODIDE="did". 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students who have jobs or had jobs during school. 

C_Q37 ^ISWAS2E your job dependent upon your being enrolled in your program 
(such as a teaching assistantship, co-op program, research position, etc.)? 
That is, ^IFWHENE you left school ^DIDWOULDE you have to give up your 
job?

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  If STUDENTSTATUS=currentstudent, then ^ISWAS2E="Is" and ^IFWHENE="if" and 
^DIDWOULDE="would"  

 Else, ^ISWAS2E="Was" and ^IFWHENE="when" and ^DIDWOULDE="did" 

Coverage: All current post-secondary students and recent leavers who have jobs or had jobs while in school. 

C_END End of FINANCING FOR POST-SECONDARY STUDENTS MODULE. Set timer 
to mark end of module. 

Section:  POSTSECONDARY INTENTIONS (EPI) 

E_Start Start of Post-Secondary Intentions Module. Set timer to mark start of module. 

E_C01 Respondents with no post-secondary experience , go to E_I01.  
 Else, all non-current post-secondary students who were enrolled in a post-

secondary program and left before July 2001, go to E_I01.  
 Else, all non-current post-secondary students who were enrolled in a post-

secondary program after June 2001, go to E_I07  
 Else, all current post-secondary students, go to E_I11.  
 Else, go to E_END. 

 If A_Q10=2 OR B_Q01A=0 ................................................................ (Go to E_I01) 
 Else if B_Q01A>=1 and B_Q01B=2 and all BR_Q06A and B<July 2001(Go to E_I01) 
 Else if B_Q01A>=1 and B_Q01B=2 and one of BR_Q06A and B>June 2001(Go to E_I07) 
 Else if B_Q01A>=1 and B_Q01B=1 ................................................... (Go to E_I11) 
 Else.................................................................................................. (Go to E_END) 

E_I01 I am now going to ask you questions about your intentions to further your 
education. 
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E_Q01 Have you ^PHRASEE1 applied for admission to a college, university or 
other post-secondary institution ^PHRASEE2? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q02) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to E_Q02) 

Note:  E_C01=NO post-secondary then ^PHRASEE1="ever" and ^PHRASEE2="" Else ^PHRASEE1="" and 
^PHRASEE2="for further education that would have started after June 2001" 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or not enrolled in a post-secondary program after June 2001. 

E_C02 Respondents with no post-secondary experience , go to E_Q04. All non-current 
post-secondary students who were enrolled in a post-secondary program , go to 
E_Q05.

 If E_C01= 1....................................................................................... (Go to E_Q04) 
 If E_C01= 2....................................................................................... (Go to E_Q05) 

E_Q02 Did you consider further education? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No .................................................................................................... (Go to E_END) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to E_END) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary and who have never applied for admission to a post-secondary 
institution.

E_Q03 Did you consider applying to a program that would have started after June 
2001?

 1 Yes..................................................................................................(Go to E_Q08A) 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q07) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q09) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have considered further education. 

E_Q04 Was your application for a program that started after June 2001? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q05) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q07) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied for admission to a post-secondary institution. 
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E_Q05 Were you accepted? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q06) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q07) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or respondents who left post-secondary before July 2001, and 
who have applied for admission to a program that starts after June 2001. 

E_Q06 Will you be attending a college, CEGEP, university, or other post-
secondary institution in the next 12 months? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q08) 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q07) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q09) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001. They have 
applied for admission to a program that starts after June 2001 and were accepted. 

E_Q07 Are you still considering post-secondary education? 

 1 Yes..................................................................................................(Go to E_Q08A) 
 2 No ...................................................................................................(Go to E_Q08A) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q11) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001 and will not 
be attending post-secondary in the next 12 months. 

E_I07 I am now going to ask you questions about your intentions to further your 
education. 

E_Q07A Are you still considering post-secondary education? 

 1 Yes..................................................................................................(Go to E_Q07B) 
 2 No .................................................................................................... (Go to E_END) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q11) 

Coverage: All non-current post-secondary students who were enrolled in a PS program after June 2001. For i
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E_Q07B What certificate, diploma or degree are you considering? 

 INTERVIEWER: Do not read list. Mark one only. If more than one, enter the 
highest-level degree, diploma or certificate. 

 01 Some high school or less 
 02 High school diploma or graduation equivalency 
 03 Some post-secondary level courses (no certificate, diploma or degree) 
 04 SSVD(Secondary School Vocational Diploma)/DEP 
 05 Private business school or training institute diploma or certificate 
 06 College, CEGEP or trade/vocational certificate or diploma (or similar e.g. hospital 

school of nursing or radiology, technical institute) or registered apprenticeship 
 07 University certificate or diploma below a Bachelor's degree 
 08 University Bachelor's degree (eg., B.A., B.Sc., B.A./B.Sc., B.Ed., other university 

undergraduate degree) 
 09 Medical degree(MD) 
 10 Law degree(LLB) 
 11 Other first professional degree (eg. dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, 

divinity)
 12 Master's degree, or university graduate diploma or certificate (above Bachelor's)  
 13 Ph.D. (or other earned doctorate e.g. D.Sc. , D.Ed.) 
 14 Other - Specify............................................................................. (Go to E_Q07BS)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q11) 

Coverage: Respondent who left post-secondary after June 2001 and are still considering post-secondary 
education.

E_Q07BS (Specify other degree.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to E_Q11) 

Coverage: Respondent who left post-secondary after June 2001 and are still considering post-secondary 
education.
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E_Q08 What certificate, diploma or degree ^PHRASEE you pursue? 

 INTERVIEWER: Do not read list. Mark one only. If more than one, enter the 
highest-level degree, diploma or certificate. 

 01 Some high school or less 
 02 High school diploma or graduation equivalency 
 03 Some post-secondary level courses  (no certificate, diploma or degree) 
 04 SSVD(Secondary School Vocational Diploma)/DEP 
 05 Private business school or training institute diploma or certificate 
 06 College, CEGEP or trade/vocational certificate or diploma (or similar e.g. hospital 

school of nursing or radiology, technical institute) or registered apprenticeship 
 07 University certificate or diploma below a Bachelor's degree 
 08 University Bachelor's degree (eg., B.A., B.Sc., B.A./B.Sc., B.Ed., other university 

undergraduate degree) 
 09 Medical degree(MD) 
 10 Law degree(LLB) 
 11 Other first professional degree (eg. dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, 

divinity)
 12 Master's degree, or university graduate diploma or certificate (above Bachelor's)  
 13 Ph.D. (or other earned doctorate e.g. D.Sc. , D.Ed.) 
 14 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to E_Q08S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_C09) 

Note:  If E_Q03=Yes, then ^PHRASEE="would"  
 Else ^PHRASEE="will" 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001 and will be 
attending post-secondary in the next 12 months. 

E_Q08S (Specify other degree.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to E_C09) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001 and will be 
attending post-secondary in the next 12 months. 
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E_Q08A What type of certificate, diploma or degree program did you ^PHRASEE? 

 INTERVIEWER: Do not read list. Mark one only. If more than one, enter the 
highest-level degree, diploma or certificate. 

 01 Some high school or less 
 02 High school diploma or graduation equivalency 
 03 Some post-secondary level courses  (no certificate, diploma or degree) 
 04 SSVD(Secondary School Vocational Diploma)/DEP 
 05 Private business school or training institute diploma or certificate 
 06 College, CEGEP or trade/vocational certificate or diploma (or similar e.g. hospital 

school of nursing or radiology, technical institute) or registered apprenticeship 
 07 University certificate or diploma below a Bachelor's degree 
 08 University Bachelor's degree (eg., B.A., B.Sc., B.A./B.Sc., B.Ed., other university 

undergraduate degree) 
 09 Medical degree(MD) 
 10 Law degree(LLB) 
 11 Other first professional degree (eg. dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, 

divinity)
 12 Master's degree, or university graduate diploma or certificate (above Bachelor's)  
 13 Ph.D. (or other earned doctorate e.g. D.Sc. , D.Ed.) 
 14 Other - Specify............................................................................. (Go to E_Q08AS)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_C09) 

Note:  If E_Q01=Yes, then ^PHRASEE="apply for"  
 Else ^PHRASEE="consider" 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001 and will not 
be attending post-secondary in the next 12 months. 

E_Q08AS (Specify other degree.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001 and will not 
be attending post-secondary in the next 12 months. 

E_C09 If respondent's application was not accepted, go to E_Q11.  
 If respondent will be attending a post-secondary institution in the next 12 months, 

go to E_Q11.  
 Else, go to E_Q09. 

 If E_Q05=2 OR E_Q06=1................................................................. (Go to E_Q11) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to E_Q09) For i
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E_Q09 What has prevented you from ^PHRASEE a college, university, or other 
post-secondary institution? 

 01 Financial situation/costs too much/didn't have enough money ........ (Go to E_Q11) 
 02 Couldn't get a loan............................................................................ (Go to E_Q11) 
 03 Did not meet academic requirements 
 04 Not enough interest or motivation 
 05 No school nearby 
 06 Takes too long 
 07 Wanted to work 
 08 Family responsibilities 
 09 Own health 
 10 Not sure what to do/haven't decided yet 
 11 Couldn't get into institution or program of my choice 
 12 Want to take time off (e.g. for travel or other interest) 
 13 Don't need to go 
 14 Wants to stay close to home 
 15 Saving money now in order to go later............................................. (Go to E_Q11) 
 16 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to E_Q09S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q10) 

Note:  If E_Q01= Yes, then ^PHRASEE="attending".  
 Else ^PHRASEE="applying to". 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001. They will not 
be attending post-secondary for reasons other than "not accepted" or "did not apply to post-
secondary".

E_Q09S (Specify other reason.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001. They will not 
be attending post-secondary for reasons other than "not accepted" or "did not apply to post-
secondary".

E_Q10 Were costs or your ability to pay a major factor in your decision not to 
continue your education? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_Q11) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary or who have left post-secondary before July 2001. They will not 
be attending post-secondary for reasons other than "not accepted" or "did not apply to post-
secondary",  "financial situation", "couldn't get a loan", or "saving money now in order to go later". 

E_I11 Now, I just have one question about your intentions to further your 
education. 
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E_Q11 What is the highest level of education you would like to get?

 01 Some high school or less 
 02 High school diploma or graduation equivalency 
 03 Some post-secondary level courses (no certificate, diploma or degree) 
 04 SSVD(Secondary School Vocational Diploma)/DEP 
 05 Private business school or training institute diploma or certificate 
 06 College, CEGEP or trade/vocational certificate or diploma (or similar e.g. hospital 

school of nursing or radiology, technical institute) or registered apprenticeship 
 07 University certificate or diploma below a Bachelor's degree 
 08 University Bachelor's degree (eg., B.A., B.Sc., B.A./B.Sc., B.Ed., other university 

undergraduate degree) 
 09 University first professional degree (eg. dentistry, veterinary medicine, law, 

optometry, divinity) 
 10 Master's degree, or university graduate diploma or certificate (above Bachelor's)  
 11 Ph.D. (or other earned doctorate e.g. D.Sc. , D.Ed.) 
 12 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to E_Q11S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to E_END) 

Coverage: All respondents except those with no post-secondary and those who left post-secondary after June 
2001.  They are not considering post-secondary education. 

E_Q11S (Specify other type of diploma, certificate or licence.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: All respondents except those with no post-secondary and those who left post-secondary after June 
2001.  They are not considering post-secondary education. 

E_END End of post-secondary Intentions Module. Set timer to mark end of module. 

Section:  STUDENT LOAN AWARENESS (FSLA) 

F_Start Start of STUDENT LOAN AWARENESS Module. Set timer to mark start of 
module.
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F_LOAN If B_Q01B=Yes, then  
 If B_Q27=Yes OR (B_Q25=Yes and all BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B>=July 2001), 

then F_LOAN=1  
 Else, if B_Q25=No, then F_LOAN=2  
 Else, if B_Q25=Yes and B_Q27=No, then F_LOAN=3  
 Else, if A_Q10=Yes and if any BR_Q07 in (2,3,4,5,6,7 or 8), then  
 If B_Q01B=No and B_Q25=No, then F_LOAN=4  
 Else, if (B_Q01B=No and B_Q27=Yes)  
 or (B_Q01B=No and B_Q25=Yes and all BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B>June 2001), 

then F_LOAN=5  
 Else, if B_Q01B=No and B_Q25=Yes, then F_LOAN=6  
 Else, if A_Q10=No and (E_Q02=Yes or E_Q01=Yes), then F_LOAN=7  
 Else, if A_Q10=No and E_Q02=No, then F_LOAN=8  
 Else, F_LOAN=9 

 1 Current post-secondary students with a loan this year 
 2 Current post-secondary students who never had a loan 
 3 Current post-secondary students who have received a loan but not this year 
 4 Non-current post-secondary students who never had a loan 
 5 Non-current post-secondary students with a loan this year 
 6 Non-current post-secondary students who have received a loan in previous years 
 7 Respondents who did not take any post-secondary programs but considered 

taking or applied for post-secondary studies 
 8 Respondents who did not take any post-secondary programs and did not 

consider taking any post-secondary studies 
 9 Other 

F_C01 Respondents who did not take any post-secondary programs and did not 
consider taking any post-secondary studies, go to F_END  

 Else, F_LOAN=Other, go to F_END  
 Else, go to F_I01 

 If F_LOAN= 8....................................................................................(Go to F_END) 
 If F_LOAN= 9....................................................................................(Go to F_END) 
 Else..................................................................................................... (Go to F_I01) 

F_I01 I am now going to ask you some questions about government student loan 
programs and how they relate to your post-secondary education. 

F_C01A If F_LOAN= 1..................................................................................(Go to F_Q01A) 
 If F_LOAN= 2.................................................................................... (Go to F_Q01) 
 If F_LOAN= 3..................................................................................(Go to F_Q02A) 
 If F_LOAN= 4.................................................................................... (Go to F_Q01) 
 If F_LOAN= 5..................................................................................(Go to F_Q01A) 
 If F_LOAN= 6.................................................................................. (Go to F_C02A) 
 If F_LOAN= 7.................................................................................... (Go to F_Q01) 
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F_Q01 Have you ever applied for a loan from a Canadian federal or provincial 
student loan program? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q02) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF...............................................................................................(Go to F_C25) 

Default: (Go to F_C03) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or who are current or non-
current post-secondary students, who have never had a government student loan. 

F_Q01A You reported earlier that you received a student loan for this year. Was the 
amount of the loan you were offered as large as you would have liked? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_Q15) 

Coverage: Respondents who are current or non-current post-secondary students who have a government 
student loan this school year. 

F_Q02 Did you apply for a student loan for a program that started anytime after 
June 2001? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q07) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF...............................................................................................(Go to F_C25) 

Default: (Go to F_C03) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students who applied for a government student loan but never received one. 

F_C02A If a person has applied to a post-secondary program after June 2001 and were 
last enrolled before July 2001 or someone who is not a current student, did not 
have a loan for the current school year but, took some post-secondary after June 
2001, go to F_Q02A. Else, go to F_C25. 

 If E_Q01= 1 or any BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B>June 2001 or after (Go to F_Q02A) 
 Else....................................................................................................(Go to F_C25) 

F_Q02A You have reported receiving a student loan for all or part of your studies. 
Did you apply for a student loan for a program that started anytime after 
June 2001? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q07) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF...............................................................................................(Go to F_C25) 

Coverage: Respondents who are current or non-current post-secondary students who have had a loan. 
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F_C03 Respondents who did not attend post-secondary and never applied for a loan, go 
to F_Q03.

 Else, go to F_Q04 

 If F_LOAN= 7 and F_Q01= 2 ........................................................... (Go to F_Q03) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q04) 

F_Q03 If you had gone to college, university or some other post-secondary 
institution, would you have applied for a government student loan? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q04) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C05) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, and have never applied for a 
government student loan. 

F_Q04 What are the reasons you ^APPLYE for a government student loan 
^PHRASEE? 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply. 

 1 You did not need one in order to attend university, college or some other 
post-secondary program

 2 You did not think you would qualify
 3 You were not willing to take a student loan to pay for your education
 4 You did not know how to apply for a loan
 5 You did not think that you would receive enough money
 6 You decided not to go to school/no longer in school .................(Go to F_C05) 
 7 Other - Specify .............................................................................. (Go to F_Q04S)
  DK, RF...............................................................................................(Go to F_C05) 

Default: (Go to F_C04A) 

Note:  Create fill for APPLYE:  
 If F_LOAN= 7, then ^APPLYE="would not have applied".  
 Else, ^APPLYE="did not apply".  
 Create fill for PHRASEE:  
 If F_Q02A=No, then ^PHRASEE="for a program that started anytime after June 2001".  
 Else, ^PHRASEE="" 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who would not or did not apply for a loan for a program that started after 
June 2001. 

F_Q04S (Specify other reason.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who would not or did not apply for a loan for a program that started after 
June 2001. 
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F_C04A If respondent did not think he/she would qualify for a loan, go to F_Q04A.  
 Else, go to F_C04B 

 If F_Q04=2...................................................................................... (Go to F_Q04A) 
 Else................................................................................................. (Go to F_C04B) 

F_Q04A Why did you think you would not have qualified for a loan? 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply. 

 1 Parents make too much money
 2 Resources were considered sufficient to cover needs
 3 Don't meet residency requirements
 4 Loans are not available for the program or institution I am interested in
 5 Other - Specify ............................................................................(Go to F_Q04AS)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C04B) 

Coverage: Respondents who did not apply for a government student loan because they thought they would not 
qualify.

F_Q04AS (Specify other reason.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who did not apply for a government student loan because they thought they would not 
qualify.

F_C04B If respondent was not willing to take a student loan, go to F_Q04B.  
 Else, go to F_C04C. 

 If F_Q04= 3..................................................................................... (Go to F_Q04B) 
 Else................................................................................................. (Go to F_C04C) 

F_Q04B Why were you not willing to take a student loan to pay for your education? 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply. 

 1 Not willing to borrow the amount required to go to school
 2 Not able to borrow enough to go to school
 3 Prefer to borrow elsewhere (e.g. bank, line of credit, family, etc.)
 4 On principle, not willing to go into debt to pay for education
 5 Other - Specify ............................................................................(Go to F_Q04BS)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C04C) 

Coverage: Respondents who would not have applied for a government student loan because they were not 
willing to take a student loan to pay for their education. 
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F_Q04BS (Specify other reason.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who would not have applied for a government student loan because they were not 
willing to take a student loan to pay for their education. 

F_C04C If there is more than one reason for not applying for a government student loan, 
go to F_Q04C.

 Else, go to F_C05. 

 If multiple responses in F_Q04.......................................................(Go to F_Q04C) 
 Else....................................................................................................(Go to F_C05) 

F_Q04C What is the main reason that you ^APPLYE for a government student loan? 

 INTERVIEWER: Read list as needed. 

 1 You did not need one in order to attend university, college or some other post-
secondary program 

 2 You did not think you would qualify 
 3 You were not willing to take a student loan to pay for your education 
 4 You did not know how to apply for a loan 
 5 You did not think that you would receive enough money 
 6 You decided not to go to school 
 7 F_Q04S 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Show only the responses given in F_Q04 and F_Q04S. Use response from F_Q04S in <6>. 

Coverage: Respondents who had more than one reason for not applying for a government student loan. 

F_C05 If respondent ever received a loan, go to F_C06.  
 Else, go to F_Q05 

 If F_LOAN=1 OR 3 OR 5 OR 6 .........................................................(Go to F_C06) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q05) 

F_Q05 Did you know where to get information about government student loans 
programs? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who have never received a government student loan and did not or would 
not apply for a government student loan. 

F_C06 If respondent thought they would not qualify for a loan , go to F_C07  
 Else, go to F_Q06 

 If F_Q04=2.........................................................................................(Go to F_C07) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q06) 
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F_Q06 Did you know approximately how much you might have been eligible to 
receive for a government student loan? 

 INTERVIEWER: For example, did they learn from a counselor, student finance 
officer, loan information package, or friends and family how much they would 
likely get? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it , or current or non-current 
post-secondary students who have never received a government student loan or have received one 
in previous years and did not or would not apply for a government student loan.  This excludes those 
who did not or would not apply before they thought they would not qualify. 

F_C07 Respondents with no post-secondary who considered going and would have 
applied for a loan, go to F_Q23  

 Else, go to F_C25 

 If F_LOAN=7 and F_Q03=1 ............................................................. (Go to F_Q23) 
 Else....................................................................................................(Go to F_C25) 

F_Q07 Was your most recent application for a government student loan 
approved? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q14) 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q08) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C25) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who have applied for a government student loan for a program that started 
after June 2001. 

F_Q08 Why was your application for a government student loan turned down? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. Read list as needed. 

 1 Resources were considered sufficient to cover needs 
 2 Don't meet residency requirements 
 3 Loans are not available for the program or institution I am interested in.  
 4 Did not pass the credit background check 
 5 Other - Specify................................................................................ (Go to F_Q08S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C09) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who applied for a government student loan for a program that started after 
June 2001 and the loan application was not approved. 
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F_Q08S (Specify other reason) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who applied for a government student loan for a program that started after 
June 2001 and the loan application was not approved. 

F_C09 If current post-secondary student with a previous loan or never had a loan, go to 
F_Q23.

 Else, if no post-secondary education and loan for this year was not approved, go 
to F_Q09.

 Else, if non-current student and loan for this year was not approved, go to 
F_Q10.

 Else, go to F_C25. 

 If F_LOAN=2 OR 3 ........................................................................... (Go to F_Q23)
 If F_LOAN=7 and F_Q07=2 ............................................................. (Go to F_Q09) 
 If F_LOAN in (4 to 6) and F_Q07=2 ................................................. (Go to F_Q10) 
 Else....................................................................................................(Go to F_C25) 

F_Q09 If you had received a government student loan, would you have gone to 
college, university, or some other post-secondary institution? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q23) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C25) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it and applied for a student 
loan for a program that started after June 2001 and the loan application was not approved. 

F_Q10 If you had received a government student loan, would you have continued 
your post-secondary studies? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q23) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C25) 

Coverage: Respondents who are non-current post-secondary students who either had a loan but not for the 
current school year, or never had a government student loan. They applied for a student loan for a 
program that started after June 2001 and the loan application was not approved. 

F_Q14 Was the amount of the government student loan you were offered as large 
as you would have liked? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who have applied for a government student loan for a program that started 
after June 2001 and the loan application was approved. 
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F_Q15 Would you have liked to and been willing to borrow more? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students who have either never had a government student loan or have had a loan in 
previous year but not the current school year. These respondents have applied for a government 
student loan for a program that started after June 2001 and the loan application was approved. 

F_C16 Current and non-current post-secondary students who had a loan, go to F_Q16A.  
 Other students that were approved for a loan but did not receive it, go to F_Q16.  
 Else, go to F_C17. 

 If (F_LOAN=1 OR 3 OR 5 OR 6).................................................... (Go to F_Q16A) 
 If (F_LOAN=2 OR 4 OR 7) and F_Q07= 1 ....................................... (Go to F_Q16) 
 Else....................................................................................................(Go to F_C17) 

F_Q16 Why did you not take the loan that you were offered? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. Read list as needed. 

 01 Didn't need the loan in order to attend university, college or some other post-
secondary program 

 02 Not able to borrow enough to go to school 
 03 Not willing to borrow the amount required to go to school 
 04 Prefer to borrow elsewhere (e.g. bank, line of credit, family etc) 
 05 On principal not willing to go into debt to pay for education 
 06 Was not accepted in a post-secondary program 
 07 Decided not to go to school 
 08 Already decided to leave school 
 09 Other - Specify................................................................................ (Go to F_Q16S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C17) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who have applied for a government student loan for a program that started 
after June 2001 and the loan application was approved. 

F_Q16S (Specify other reason) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to F_C17) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who have applied for a government student loan for a program that started 
after June 2001 and the loan application was approved. 
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F_Q16A In the most recent year that you received a government student loan, did 
you borrow (receive) as much as you were offered? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q16B) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C17) 

Coverage: Respondents who are current or non-current post-secondary students who have a government 
student loan this year or have had a loan prior to this year. 

F_Q16B Why didn't you borrow (receive) as much of you were offered? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 

 1 Didn't need all of the loan 
 2 Unwilling to borrow that much 
 3 Other - Specify..............................................................................(Go to F_Q16BS)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C17) 

Coverage: Respondents who are current or non-current post-secondary students who have a government 
student loan this year or have had a loan prior to this year and responded "No" to F_Q16A. 

F_Q16BS (Specify other reason) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who are current or non-current post-secondary students who have a government 
student loan this year or have had a loan prior to this year and responded "No" to F_Q16A. 

F_C17 If no post-secondary education, go to F_Q17.  
 If non-current post-secondary student and did not borrow as much as offered, go 

to F_C25.
 If non-current post-secondary student and did borrow as much as offered, go to 

F_Q18.
 Else, go to F_Q23. 

 If F_LOAN= 7.................................................................................... (Go to F_Q17) 
 If (F_LOAN= 1 OR 3 OR 5 OR 6) and F_Q16A=2 ............................(Go to F_C25) 
 If (F_LOAN=5 OR 6) and F_Q16A=1 ............................................... (Go to F_Q18) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q23) 

F_Q17 If you had been offered a larger loan, would you have gone to college, 
university, or some other post-secondary institution? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_C25) 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who have applied or considered it, and applied for a student 
loan for a program that started after June 2001 and the loan application was approved but they did 
not take the loan. 
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F_Q18 If you had been offered a larger loan, would you have continued your post-
secondary studies? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents who are non-current post-secondary students who were approved for a government 
student loan for this school year and borrowed the full amount. 

F_Q23 Were you willing to borrow as much as you required to go to college, 
university or some other post-secondary institution? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: All respondents who would have applied for a loan, or all respondents who did apply for a loan. The 
loan  was either approved or not. 

F_C25 If respondent has received loan remission before, skip awareness of loan 
remission question, go to F_C26 Else, ask about loan remission, go to F_Q25 

 If B_Q30=1 ........................................................................................(Go to F_C26) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q25) 

F_Q25 Are you aware of the interest relief and debt reduction programs available 
for government student loans? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents with no post-secondary who are interested or considered it, or current or non-current 
post-secondary students, who have not received interest relief or debt reduction. 

F_C26 If respondent ever received a loan, go to F_Q26.  
 Else, if respondent has never received a loan, go to F_C36A.  
 Else, go to F_END. 

 If B_Q25=1 ....................................................................................... (Go to F_Q26) 
 If B_Q25=2 ..................................................................................... (Go to F_C36A) 
 Else...................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

F_Q26 Without government student loans, would you have been able to pursue 
your studies? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ................................................................................................... (Go to F_C28A) 
  DK, RF..............................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who received a government student loan. 
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F_C27 If currently a post-secondary student, not in the first year of post-secondary, with 
student loans in other years including this year, go to F_Q27.  

 Else, go to F_C28A. 

 If F_LOAN=1 and B_Q14>1 and B_Q26>1...................................... (Go to F_Q27) 
 Else................................................................................................. (Go to F_C28A) 

F_Q27 More specifically, without a government student loan this academic year, 
would you have been able to pursue your studies? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No .....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 
  DK, RF..............................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Current post-secondary students (except those in their first year) who have received a government 
student loan this year and in previous year. 

F_C28A Those respondents in first year of first post-secondary program who have a loan 
this year, go to F_I28  

 Else, go to F_END 

 If B_Q01A=1 and (BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B>June 2001)................. (Go to F_I28) 
 Else...................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

F_I28 Now I would like to ask a few questions about how government loans may 
have helped you in your educational choices. 

F_C28B Those respondents who are studying full-time, go to F_Q28  
 Else, go to F_Q29 

 If B_Q11=1 ....................................................................................... (Go to F_Q28) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q29) 

F_Q28 Did your government loans enable you to study full-time instead of part-
time? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who were enrolled full-time in their first year of post-secondary education after June 
2001 and have received a government student loan this year. 

F_Q29 Did your government loans enable you to attend the institution of your 
choice (for example, one away from home)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q31) 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have received a government student loan this year. 
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F_Q30 Did your government loans enable you to attend the type of institution of 
your choice (for example, university instead of community college)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and have 
received a government student loan this year and responded 'yes' to F_Q29. 

F_Q31 Did your government loans enable you to take the program of your choice 
(for example, a particular discipline or professional program)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have received a government student loan this year. 

F_Q32 Did your government loans enable you not to work or work less at a job 
during the academic year? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have received a government student loan this year. 

F_Q33 Did your government loans enable you to borrow less money from others 
during the academic year? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have received a government student loan this year. 

F_C36A If enrolled in first year of first program and don't have a loan, but applied for a 
loan and were turned down or they didn't apply because they didn't think that 
they would qualify or would not receive enough money, go to F_I36  

 Else, go to F_END 

 If B_Q01A=1 and (BR_Q05A and BR_Q05B>June 2001) and (F_Q07=2 or 
F_Q04=2 or F_Q04=5) 

  ............................................................................................................ (Go to F_I36) 
 Else...................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 
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F_I36 Now I would like to ask a few questions about how government loans may 
have helped you in your educational choices. 

F_C36B If enrolled full-time, go to F_Q37  
 Else, go to F_Q36 

 If B_Q11= 1 ...................................................................................... (Go to F_Q37) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q36) 

F_Q36 If you had received a government loan, would you have studied full-time 
instead of part-time? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
were enrolled part-time or full-time and have not received a government student loan because their 
application was rejected or they thought they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive 
enough.

F_Q37 If you had received a government loan, would you have attended a different 
institution (for example, one away from home)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q39) 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have not received a government student loan because their application was rejected or they thought 
they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive enough. 

F_Q38 If you had received a government loan, would you have attended a different 
type of institution (for example, university instead of community college)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have not received a government student loan because their application was rejected or they thought 
they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive enough. 

F_Q39 If you had received a government loan, would you have taken a different 
program (for example, a different discipline or professional program)? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have not received a government student loan because their application was rejected or they thought 
they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive enough. 
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F_C40 Respondents who did not work during the current school year, go to F_C41.  
 Else, go to F_Q40. 

 If C_Q15=0 .......................................................................................(Go to F_C41.) 
 Else.................................................................................................. (Go to F_Q40.) 

F_Q40 If you had received a government student loan, would you have still worked 
at a job during the academic year? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to F_Q40A) 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Default: (Go to F_C41) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have not received a government student loan because their application was rejected or they thought 
they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive enough and worked during the current school 
year.

F_Q40A If you had received a government student loan, would you have worked 
fewer hours? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK 
  RF.....................................................................................................(Go to F_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have not received a government student loan because their application was rejected or they thought 
they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive enough and worked during the current school 
year and responded "Yes" to F_Q40. 

F_C41 Respondents who did not borrow money from others during the current school 
year, go to F_END.

 Else, go to F_Q41. 

 If C_Q21=0 and C_Q22=0 and C_Q23=0........................................(Go to F_END) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to F_Q41) 

F_Q41 If you had received a government loan, would you have borrowed less 
money from others during the academic year? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents who are or were in their first year of post-secondary education after June 2001 and 
have not received a government student loan because their application was rejected or they thought 
they wouldn't qualify for one, or they wouldn't receive enough and borrowed money from others 
during the current school year. 

F_END End of STUDENT LOAN AWARENESS Module. Set timer to mark end of 
module.
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Section:  PS FINANCIAL PLAN (GPSFP) 

G_START Start of Post-Secondary Financial Planning Module. Set timer to mark start of 
module.

G_I01 The following questions will deal with plans that you and your 
parents/guardians may have made for your post-secondary education. 

Default: (Go to G_Q01) 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary. 

G_Q01 Did your parents/guardians expect or want you to pursue a post-secondary 
education? 

 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_Q02) 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary. 

G_Q02 ^PRIORTO, or your parents, guardians, or anyone else, ever save any 
money for your post-secondary education costs? 

 INTERVIEWER: "....or anyone else, ..." includes relatives and friends. Post-
secondary education costs include such things as tuition fees, housing, food, 
transportation, etc. 

 1 Yes....................................................................................................(Go to G_Q03) 
 2 No ..................................................................................................... (Go to G_C11) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to G_END) 

Note:  Fill ^PRIORTO with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  then fill with "Did you "  
 If Some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes)  then fill with "Prior to starting any post-secondary education, 

did you" 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary. 

G_Q03 Who saved for your post-secondary education? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 

 1 Yourself 
 2 Parents / guardians 
 3 Grandparents 
 4 Other relatives 
 5 Other - Specify............................................................................... (Go to G_Q03S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C04) 

Coverage: All savers. 
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G_Q03S (Specify who saved for your post-secondary education.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to G_C04) 

Coverage: All savers. 

G_C04 If the respondent saved for their post-secondary education, go to G_Q04.  
 Else, go to G_C05 

 If G_Q03=1.......................................................................................(Go to G_Q04) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to G_C05) 

G_Q04 Approximately how much money ^YOU? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C05) 

Note:  Fill ^YOU with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  then fill with "did you save"  
 If some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes)  then fill with "had you saved by the time you started your post-

secondary education" 

Coverage: Respondents who had saved themselves. 

G_C05 If the respondent's parents saved for the respondent's post-secondary education, 
go to G_Q05  

 Else, go to G_C06 

 If G_Q03=2.......................................................................................(Go to G_Q05) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to G_C06) 

G_Q05 Approximately how much money ^PARENT? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C06) 

Note:  Fill ^PARENT with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  then fill with "did your parents/guardians save"  
 If some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes)  then fill with "had your parents/guardians saved by the time 

you started your post-secondary education" 

Coverage: Respondents whose parents/guardians had saved. 

G_C06 If the respondent's grandparents, relatives, or others, have saved for the 
respondent's post-secondary education, go to G_Q06.  

 Else, go to G_C07 

 If G_Q03=3 or 4 or 5 ........................................................................(Go to G_Q06) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to G_C07) 
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G_Q06 Approximately how much money ^OTHER? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C07) 

Note:  Fill ^OTHER with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  AND  only one of the responses 3, 4, 5 has 

been selected then fill with "did your <fill with text of response category from G_Q03 / G_Q03S> 
save"  

 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  AND  more than one of the responses 3, 4, 5 
have been selected then fill with "did everyone else save"  

 If some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes)  AND only one of the responses 3, 4, 5 has been selected then 
fill with "had your <fill with text of response category from G_Q03 / G_Q03S > saved by the time you 
started your post-secondary education"  

 If some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes) AND more than one of the responses 3, 4, 5 has been selected 
then fill with "had everyone else saved by the time you started your post-secondary education" 

Coverage: Respondents who had savings from persons other than themselves or parents/guardians. 

G_C07 If more than one response in G_Q03 and (any of G_Q04, G_Q05 or G_Q06 = RF 
or DK) 

  ..........................................................................................................(Go to G_Q07) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to G_C08) 

G_Q07 In total, approximately how much money ^HASHAD? 

 ______(6 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 200000] 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C08) 

Note:  Fill ^HASHAD with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  then fill with "was saved by everyone"  
 If some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes)  then fill with "had been saved by everyone by the time you 

started your post-secondary education" 

Coverage: Savers who did not know how much one of the contributors had saved. 

G_C08 If the respondent's parents saved for the respondent's post-secondary education, 
go to G_Q08.  

 Else, go to G_C11 

 If G_Q03=2.......................................................................................(Go to G_Q08) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to G_C11) For i
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G_Q08 What types of savings plans were used by your parents/guardians? 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply. 

 1 Savings or "in trust for" accounts
 2 Individual RESP(s)  (includes family and non-family RESP)
 3 Group RESP(s) (includes Education Scholarship Trusts or Foundations)
 4 Registered Retirement Savings Plan(s) (RRSP)
 5 Canada Savings Bonds (CSB's)
 6 Other - Specify ............................................................................. (Go to G_Q08S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C11) 

Coverage: Respondents whose parents had saved. 

G_Q08S (Specify types of savings plans used by your parents/guardians.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to G_C11) 

Coverage: Respondents whose parents had saved. 

G_C11 If no savings by anyone, or parents did not save and the respondent has not 
already indicated that the parent/guardian had no expectation of post-secondary, 
go to G_Q11  

 Else, go to G_C12 

 If G_Q02=2 or G_Q03 not 2 and G_Q01 not 2 ................................(Go to G_Q11) 
 Else................................................................................................... (Go to G_C12) 

G_Q11 Why did your parents/guardians not save for your post-secondary 
education? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 

 1 Insufficient/low family income 
 2 Expected to pay from their income, loans, retirement savings etc. 
 3 Never thought of saving 
 4 Expected me to pay (savings, income, loans, grants, etc.) 
 5 Other - Specify............................................................................... (Go to G_Q11S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_C12) 

Coverage: Respondents who had no savings by anyone or whose parents/guardians did not save for post-
secondary education and expected the respondent to go to post-secondary. 
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G_Q11S (Specify reason parents/guardians did not save for your post-secondary 
education.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to G_C12) 

Coverage: Respondents who had no savings by anyone or whose parents/guardians did not save for post-
secondary education and expected the respondent to go to post-secondary. 

G_C12 If somebody had saved for the respondent, go to G_Q12.  
 Else, go to G_END 

 If G_Q02=1.......................................................................................(Go to G_Q12) 
 Else.................................................................................................. (Go to G_END) 

G_Q12 ^COVERAGE the entire cost, more than half or less than half? 

 INTERVIEWER: Entire costs for all post-secondary education (not only the first 
year) 

 1 Entire cost........................................................................................(Go to G_END) 
 2 More than half 
 3 Less than half 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to G_END) 

Default: (Go to G_C13) 

Note:  Fill ^COVERAGE with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK)  then fill with "If you do start your post-

secondary education, do you expect the total savings will cover"  
 If some post-secondary (A_Q10=Yes)  then fill with "Prior to starting your post-secondary education, 

did you expect the total savings to cover" 

Coverage: All savers. 

G_C13 If the respondent's saving were to cover more than half or less than half of 
his/her post-secondary costs, and the respondents has no post-secondary 
education but has applied or considered post-secondary education, or if the 
respondent is an old leaver, then go to G_Q13.  

 Else, go to G_END. 

 If G_Q12 in (2,3) and ((A_Q10=2 and (E_Q01=1 or E_Q02=1)) or (A_Q10=1 and 
B_Q01B in (2/RF/DK) and BR_Q06A&B <= June 2001) 

  ..........................................................................................................(Go to G_Q13) 
 Else.................................................................................................. (Go to G_END) For i
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G_Q13 What other sources ^DODID use to finance your post-secondary 
education? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 

 01 Government student loans 
 02 Non-student loans from a financial institution (e.g. bank, trust company, credit 

union) 
 03 Loans from parents/guardians, family or friends 
 04 Scholarships or awards 
 05 Grants or bursaries 
 06 Respondent's employment income 
 07 Gifts from parents/guardians, family or friends (other than dedicated savings) 
 08 Other - Specify............................................................................... (Go to G_Q13S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to G_END) 

Note:  Fill ^DODID with  
 If no post-secondary or unknown (A_Q10=No/RF/DK) then fill with "do you expect to "  
 If  Old Leaver (from G_C13) then fill with "did you" 

Coverage: Savers with either no PSE and intent to go, unknown status or old leavers and who indicate that 
savings will not cover entire costs of postsecondary education. Excludes current and recent leavers 
who provided sources of revenue in PEPS Module C. 

G_Q13S (Specify other sources of financing for your post-secondary education.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to G_END) 

Coverage: Savers with either no PSE and intent to go, unknown status or old leavers and who indicate that 
savings will not cover entire costs of postsecondary education. Excludes current and recent leavers 
who provided sources of revenue in PEPS Module C. 

G_END End of Post-Secondary Financial Planning module. Set timer to mark end of 
module.

Section:  SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS (JSES) 

J_START Start of SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS Module. Set timer to mark start of module. 

J_I01 The following questions are about you and your family. 

Coverage: All respondents. 

J_Q01 Are you a Canadian citizen? 

 1 Yes.....................................................................................................(Go to J_Q02) 
 2 No ................................................................................................... (Go to J_Q02A) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to J_Q05) 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary school. 
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J_Q02 Are you a Canadian citizen by birth or by naturalization (citizenship 
process)? 

 1 Birth ...................................................................................................(Go to J_Q05) 
 2 Naturalization (citizenship process) 
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to J_Q03) 

Coverage: All respondents who are Canadian citizens. 

J_Q02A What is your current status in Canada?  Are you... 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 

 1 a landed immigrant in Canada
 2 a visa student
 3 other - specify ............................................................................. (Go to J_Q02AS) 
 4 no status in Canada
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to J_Q03) 

Coverage: All respondents who are not Canadian citizens 

J_Q02AS (Specify other current status in Canada) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: All respondents who are not Canadian citizens 
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J_Q03 In what country were you born? 

 01 Canada 
 02 China (People's Republic of) 
 03 El Salvador 
 04 France 
 05 Germany 
 06 Hong Kong 
 07 India 
 08 Iran 
 09 Italy 
 10 Lebanon 
 11 Netherlands 
 12 Philippines 
 13 Poland 
 14 Portugal 
 15 Russia 
 16 South Korea 
 17 Sri Lanka 
 18 Taiwan 
 19 Ukraine 
 20 United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland) 
 21 United States 
 22 Viet Nam 
 23 Other - Specify................................................................................ (Go to J_Q03S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to J_Q05) 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary school. 

J_Q03S (Specify country of birth.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: All respondents who were born in a country other than those listed in J_Q03. 
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J_Q05 People in Canada come from many racial or cultural backgrounds.  I'm 
going to read you a list. Are you ... 

 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. Mark all that apply. 

 01 Aboriginal? (e.g. North American Indian, Métis or Inuit) 
 02 White?
 03 Chinese?
 04 South Asian? (e.g. East Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, etc.) 
 05 Black?
 06 Filipino?
 07 Latin American?
 08 Southeast Asian? (e.g. Cambodian, Indonesian, Laotian, Vietnamese, etc.) 
 09 Arab?
 10 West Asian? (e.g. Afghan, Iranian, etc.) 
 11 Japanese?
 12 Korean?
 13 Other - Specify .............................................................................. (Go to J_Q05S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to J_Q05A) 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary school. 

J_Q05S (Specify racial or cultural background.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary school. 

J_Q05A Are you currently living with the same parent or guardian that you lived 
with when you left ^ELEMHIGHE school? 

 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to J_Q05B) 
 2 No ......................................................................................................(Go to J_Q06) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to J_END) 

Note:  If A_Q03=0, then ^ELEMHIGHE = "elementary".  
 A_Q03=1 or A_Q03=2, then ^ELEMHIGHE = "high".  
 Else, ^ELEMHIGHE = "".  
 ^ELEMHIGHE will be used again in Module JR. 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary school. 
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J_Q05B Is that, for example, your birth mother, your stepfather...? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 

 01 Birth Mother 
 02 Stepmother 
 03 Adoptive Mother 
 04 Foster Mother 
 05 Birth Father 
 06 Stepfather 
 07 Adoptive Father 
 08 Foster Father 
 09 Grandmother 
 10 Grandfather 
 11 Other guardians - specify two only ............................................. (Go to J_Q05BS1) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to J_END) 

Default: (Go to J_B01) 

Coverage: Respondents who are currently living with the same parent or guardian they lived with upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_Q05BS1 (Specify other guardian.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

  DK, RF............................................................................................... (Go to J_B01) 

Coverage: Respondents who are currently living with the same parent or guardian they lived with upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_Q05B1

 INTERVIEWER: Do you need to enter a relationship for a second guardian? 

 1 Yes.............................................................................................. (Go to J_Q05BS2) 
 2 No ...................................................................................................... (Go to J_B01) 
  DK, RF 

J_Q05BS2 (Specify relationship of second guardian to respondent.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Default: (Go to J_B01) 

Coverage: Respondents who are currently living with the same parent or guardian they lived with upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. For i
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J_Q06 Who were the parents or guardians that you lived with upon leaving
^ELEMHIGHE school? Was it, for example, your birth mother, your 
stepfather...?

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. If you select "Lived without parents or 
guardians" or "Lived at an institution" you cannot select another entry. 

 01 Birth Mother 
 02 Stepmother 
 03 Adoptive Mother 
 04 Foster Mother 
 05 Birth Father 
 06 Stepfather 
 07 Adoptive Father 
 08 Foster Father 
 09 Grandmother 
 10 Grandfather 
 11 Lived without parents or guardians (e.g. alone or with friends) 
 12 Lived at an institution (e.g. boarding school, youth detention centre, group home) 
 13 Other guardians - specify two only ............................................... (Go to J_Q06S1) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to J_END) 

Default: (Go to J_E06) 

Coverage: Respondents who are not living with the same parent or guardian they lived with upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_Q06S1 (Specify other guardian.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

  DK, RF............................................................................................... (Go to J_E06) 

Coverage: Respondents who are not living with the same parent or guardian they lived with upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_Q06A

 INTERVIEWER: Do you need to enter a relationship for a second guardian? 

 1 Yes................................................................................................ (Go to J_Q06S2) 
 2 No ...................................................................................................... (Go to J_E06) 
  DK, RF 

J_Q06S2 (Specify relationship of second guardian to respondent.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who are not living with the same parent or guardian they lived with upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_E06 You cannot select "Lived without parents or guardians" and/or "Lived at an 
institution" and another response. Please return and correct. 

Note:  Trigger hard edit if "LivWoutPar" and/or "LivInsti" is entered with any other response in J_Q06. 
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J_C07 Respondents who "Lived without parents" and/or "Lived in an institution", go to 
J_Q07.  

 Else, go to J_B01. 

 If J_Q06="11" and/or "12"..................................................................(Go to J_Q07) 
 Else.................................................................................................... (Go to J_B01) 

J_Q07 At the time that you left ^ELEMHIGHE school, who were the parents or 
guardians in your family home? Was it, for example, your birth mother, 
your stepfather...? 

 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. If you select "Had no home/no one at home" 
you should not select another entry. 

 01 Birth Mother 
 02 Stepmother 
 03 Adoptive Mother 
 04 Foster Mother 
 05 Birth Father 
 06 Stepfather 
 07 Adoptive Father 
 08 Foster Father 
 09 Grandmother 
 10 Grandfather 
 11 Had no home/no one at home 
 12 Other guardians - Specify two only .............................................. (Go to J_Q07S1) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................. (Go to J_END) 

Default: (Go to J_E07) 

Coverage: Respondents who lived in an institution or without parents or guardians upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_Q07S1 (Specify other guardian.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

  DK, RF............................................................................................... (Go to J_E07) 

Coverage: Respondents who lived in an institution or without parents or guardians upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 

J_Q07A

 INTERVIEWER: Do you need to enter a relationship for a second guardian? 

 1 Yes................................................................................................ (Go to J_Q07S2) 
 2 No ...................................................................................................... (Go to J_E07) 
  DK, RF 

J_Q07S2 (Specify relationship of second guardian to respondent.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who lived in an institution or without parents or guardians upon leaving 
elementary/secondary school. 
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J_E07 You cannot select "Had no home/no one at home" and another response. 
Please confirm and correct. 

Note:  Trigger hard edit when "NoHome" is selected with any other response in J_Q07. 

J_B01 Call block JR for every response given in (J_Q05B, if response in J_Q05BS1 and 
if response in J_Q05BS2) OR (J_Q06 (except response "11" and "12"), if 
response in J_Q06S1 and if response in J_Q06S2) OR (J_Q07 (except response 
"11"), if response in J_Q07S1 and if response in J_Q07S2). 

J_I08 Thank you for your time and co-operation. Your answers will help us better 
understand the post-secondary education experiences of young 
Canadians. 

Coverage: All respondents who are no longer enrolled in secondary school. 

J_END End of Socio-Economic Status Module. Set timer to mark end of module. 

Section:  SOCIO-ECONO STATUS ROSTER (JRSES) 

JR_Start Start of SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS ROSTER  Module. 
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JR_Fill These questions are asked for all persons selected in (J_Q05B, J_Q05BS1 and 
J_Q05BS2) OR (J_Q06, J_Q06S1 and J_Q06S2) OR (J_Q07, J_Q07S1 and 
J_Q07S2).  

 Create fill as follows:  
 If J_Q05B=Response then If 1 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Birth Mother"
     Else If 2 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Stepmother"  
     Else If 3 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Adoptive Mother"  
     Else If 4 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Foster Mother"  
     Else If 5 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Birth Father"  
     Else If 6 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Stepfather"  
     Else If 7 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Adoptive Father"  
     Else If 8  in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Foster Father"  
     Else If 9 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Grandmother"  
     Else If 10 in J_Q05B then ^PHRASEE="Grandfather"
     Else if 11 in J_Q05B and J_Q05BS1=RESPONSE then 

^PHRASEE=J_Q05BS1  
     Else if 11 in J_Q05B and J_Q05BS2=RESPONSE then 

^PHRASEE=J_Q05BS2  
 If J_Q06=Response then If 1 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Birth Mother"  
     Else If 2 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Stepmother"  
     Else If 3 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Adoptive Mother"  
     Else If 4 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Foster Mother"  
     Else If 5 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Birth Father"  
     Else If 6 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Stepfather"  
     Else If 7 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Adoptive Father"  
     Else If 8  in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Foster Father"  
     Else If 9 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Grandmother"  
     Else If 10 in J_Q06 then ^PHRASEE="Grandfather"  
     Else if 13 in J_Q06 and J_Q06S1=RESPONSE then ^PHRASEE=J_Q06S1  
     Else if 13 in J_Q06 and J_Q06S2=RESPONSE then ^PHRASEE=J_Q06S2  
 Else if J_Q07=Response then If 1 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Birth Mother"  
     Else If 2 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Stepmother"  
     Else If 3 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Adoptive Mother"  
     Else If 4 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Foster Mother"  
     Else If 5 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Birth Father"  
     Else If 6 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Stepfather"  
     Else If 7 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Adoptive Father"  
     Else If 8  in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Foster Father"  
     Else If 9 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Grandmother"  
     Else If 10 in J_Q07 then ^PHRASEE="Grandfather"  
     Else if 12 in J_Q07 and J_Q07S1=RESPONSE then ^PHRASEE=J_Q07S1  
     Else if 12 in J_Q07 and J_Q07S2=RESPONSE then ^PHRASEE=J_Q07S2  
 Else go to J_END 

JR_C01 Respondents who are currently living with the same parent or guardian that they 
lived with when they left elementary or high school, go to JR_Q03.  

 Else, go to JR_Q01. 

 If J_Q05A=1.................................................................................... (Go to JR_Q03) 
 Else................................................................................................. (Go to JR_Q01) 
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JR_Q01 What is the highest level of education your ^PHRASEE completed?

 01 Less than grade 6 (includes no schooling) 
 02 Completed at least grade 6 
 03 Completed at least grade 9 (Quebec Secondary 3) 
 04 High school diploma or equivalent 
 05 Some college, CEGEP, or university level courses (no certificate, diploma, or 

degree) 
 06 Private business school or training institute certificate or diploma 
 07 Community college, CEGEP, trade/vocational, apprenticeship, teacher's college, 

or nursing diploma or certificate 
 08 University undergraduate certificate or diploma (below a Bachelor's degree) 
 09 University Bachelor's degree (e.g. B.A., B.Sc., B.Ed.) 
 10 First professional degree in Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, Law, 

Optometry or Divinity 
 11 Master's degree (e.g. M.B.A., M.Ed., M.A., M.Sc.) 
 12 Doctorate degree (earned e.g. Ph.D, D.Sc., D.Ed) 
 13 Other - Specify..............................................................................(Go to JR_Q01S)
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 

JR_Q01S (Specify other level of education completed.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 

JR_Q02 While you were in ^ELEMHIGHE school, did your ^PHRASEE work at a job 
or business? 

 INTERVIEWER: Include self-employment. 

 1 Yes................................................................................................(Go to JR_Q02A) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^ELEMHIGHE from J_Q05A 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 

JR_Q02A Please think about your ^PHRASEE's main job while you were in 
^ELEMHIGHE school. For whom did he/she work? 

 INTERVIEWER: Get full name of business, government department or person. 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 

Note:  Use ^ELEMHIGHE from J_Q05A 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 
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JR_Q02B What kind of business, industry or service was this? 

 INTERVIEWER: Give full description, e.g. construction company, lumber 
industry, retail store, hotel, restaurant, or forestry services. 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 

JR_Q02C What kind of work was he/she doing at this job? 

 INTERVIEWER: Give full description of job type, e.g. construction worker, 
lumberyard worker, hotel desk clerk, waiter/waitress, or forestry technician. 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 

JR_Q02D What were his/her most important duties or activities? 

 INTERVIEWER: Give full description, e.g. pouring concrete, laying bricks, waiting 
on tables, selling gifts and souvenirs, or forest examiner. 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school but are not currently 
living with this parent or guardian. 
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JR_Q03 In what country was your ^PHRASEE born? 

 01 Canada 
 02 China (People's Republic of) 
 03 El Salvador 
 04 France 
 05 Germany 
 06 Hong Kong 
 07 India 
 08 Iran 
 09 Italy 
 10 Lebanon 
 11 Netherlands 
 12 Philippines 
 13 Poland 
 14 Portugal 
 15 Russia 
 16 South Korea 
 17 Sri Lanka 
 18 Taiwan 
 19 Ukraine 
 20 United Kingdom (e.g. England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland) 
 21 United States 
 22 Viet Nam 
 23 Other - Specify..............................................................................(Go to JR_Q03S)
  DK, RF 

Default: (Go to JR_END) 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school. 

JR_Q03S (Specify country of birth.) 

 ____________________(80 spaces) 

Coverage: Respondents who had a parent or guardian at home during most of high school. 

JR_END End of SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS ROSTER Module. 
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